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2 0 NAR 
Abstract 
Q u a n t u m F i e l d Theories wi th Fermions 
in the Schrodinger Representat ion 
David John Nolland 
This thesis is concerned wi th the Schrodinger representation of quantum field theory. 
We describe techniques for solving the Schrodinger equation which supplement the 
standard techniques of field theory. Our aim is to develop these to the point where 
they can readily be used to address problems of current interest. To this end, we 
study realistic models such as gauge theories coupled to dynamical fermions. For 
maximal generality we consider particles of all physical spins, in various dimensions, 
and eventually, curved spacetimes. 
We begin by considering Gaussian fields, and proceed to a detailed study of 
the Schwinger model, which is, amongst other things, a useful model for (3+1) 
dimensional gauge theory. 
One of the most important developments of recent years is a conjecture by Mal-
dacena which relates supergravity and string/M-theory on anti-de-Sitter spacetimes 
to conformal field theories on their boundaries. This correspondence has a natu-
ral interpretation in the Schrodinger representation, so we solve the Schrodinger 
equation for fields of arbitrary spin in anti-de-Sitter spacetimes, and use this to in-
vestigate the conjectured correspondence. Our main result is to calculate the Weyl 
anomalies arising f rom supergravity fields, which, summed over the supermultiplets 
of type I I B supergravity compactified on AdS^ x 5^ correctly matches the anomaly 
calculated in the conjecturally dual A/" = 4 SU(N) super-Yang-Mills theory. This is 
one of the few existing pieces of evidence for Maldacena's conjecture beyond leading 
order in A'^ . 
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Since its inception, quantum theory has been fraught w i th difficulties of interpre-
tat ion. Unlike relativity, which is buil t up f rom fundamental physical concepts, 
quantum mechanics is diff icul t to motivate at a physical level except by reference to 
its phenomenal experimental success. 
In quantum field theory (QFT) the situation is aggravated by the technical de-
mands of the subject. In addition, perturbation theory, which underlies the standard 
approach to QFT, is unable to provide reliable information in the infra-red sector, 
which governs many important phenomena such as confinement and chiral symmetry 
breaking, as well as probably being crucial to the interpretation of realistic theories 
as the low-energy l im i t of some more complete theory such as string theory. Re-
cently, many techniques have been developed to probe non-perturbative behaviour, 
but the underlying physics is not always transparent. I t is all too easy to get lost in 
a conceptual maze. I t is important to retain as much conceptual unity as possible 
between diverse approaches. 
The Schrodinger representation (SR) is a familiar concept in quantum mechanics, 
where i t underlies many standard techniques, and forms the basis for our conceptual 
understanding of quantum physics. In this approach, physical states are thought 
of as wave-functions which satisfy the Schrodinger equation. These wave-functions 
are ordinary functions of space-time whose modulus squared gives the probability 
density of finding a particle at some space-time point. Their physical status is on 
a par w i th the classical particle concept, giving rise to the celebrated wave/particle 
duality. 
Quantum field theory generalizes quantum mechanics to an infinite number of 
degrees of freedom. Particles become fields, and these fields are similarly subject 
to a probability distribution. Hence physical states may be thought of as wave-
functionals, whose arguments are physical field configurations, and whose modulus 
squared gives the probability density of finding the fields in those configurations. By 
analogy wi th quantum mechanics, one might expect the wave-functionals, as physical 
concepts, to be of as much interest as the fields themselves. But this expectation is 
not supported by the historical development of field theory, where the existence of 
the Schrodinger equation was demonstrated less than 20 years ago by Symanzik [3]. 
The reasons for this relative lack of interest are not diflRcult to perceive. Sym-
metries such as Lorentz invariance were of paramount importance in the early days 
of Q F T , and i t is doubtful i f renormalization theory, for example, could have been 
developed without Lorentz invariance—which is not manifest in the Schrodinger 
representation—as a guide. Experiments also played a more significant leading role 
at that time, and thus the standard approach to Q F T was based on calculating 
cross-sections wi th in a perturbation expansion, a framework ideally suited to com-
parison wi th experiment. Finally, in the absence of a developed formalism for the 
Schrodinger representation in QFT, many of the standard techniques of quantum 
mechanics were no longer available, and new ones were invented. 
These factors no longer have the same relevance. Breaking the manifest symme-
tries of the theory is less of a disadvantage than i t at first appears. Symmetries such 
as Lorentz invariance and gauge invariance are encoded in the wave-functionals in a 
perfectly satisfactory way. For example, in what follows we wi l l invariably integrate 
out all gauge degrees of freedom, but gauge invariance wi l l remain an important 
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guide. Indeed, provided we identify suitable gauge invariant variables right from the 
start, thereafter everything is guaranteed to be gauge invariant. 
Many recent developments in Q F T have forsaken experiment completely for a 
more theoretical frame of reference. Whether one looks to theoretical or experi-
mental technology for paving the way to new experimental success, i t is clear that 
there is an enormous gap between theory and experiment. But the SR has some 
important advantages in this situation. 
Because its wave-functional solutions have a well-defined physical interpretation, 
the functional Schrodinger equation has long been known for generating some useful 
physical insights. But to perceive the extent of its ut i l i ty , one must appreciate the 
following: 
1. The standard techniques of quantum mechanics have analogues which 
provide a whole new set of calculational tools for QFT. 
2. Many existing results in Q F T can be derived in novel and extremely 
elegant ways in the SR. 
3. The formalism is flexible enough to describe both perturbative and 
non-perturbative results in the same framework, and crucially, allows 
both numerical and analytical tools to be implemented. 
For these reasons, we believe that the further development of the SR for QFT 
holds great promise of narrowing the gap between theory and experiment, and of 
furthering the cause of conceptual unity in physics. 
This thesis w i l l be an attempt to develop the SR to the point where i t can be 
used to address problems of particular current interest, such as testing the Maldacena 
conjecture. This w i l l involve incorporating various new ideas; fields of arbitrary spin, 
gauge symmetries, supersymmetry and curved spacetime. The claims made above 
w i l l be well-illustrated by our results; we wi l l describe new techniques for QFT which 
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solve problems which have proved intractable using conventional methods, we wi l l 
rederive some well-known results, and go on to indicate how our methods may be 
used to provide new information about QFT. 
To begin wi th , in Chapter 2 we set up the SR for fields of arbitrary spin. As 
w i l l eventually become clear, the representations of scalar and spin 1/2 fields form 
a basis for representing all others, even superfields. Thus the most crucial step is a 
better understanding of the representations of fermionic fields. 
In Chapter 3 we describe how perturbation theory and renormalization may be 
performed in the Schrodinger representation, and discuss a large-distance derivative 
expansion which provides a general non-perturbative approach to the solution of the 
Schrodinger equation. Here is a brief description of this expansion: 
In quantum mechanics wavefunctions are often studied by expanding them in 
a basis of functions. A similar expansion exists for QFT. Consider the vacuum 
functional. Provided the masses of all particles are bounded away from zero, and 
we restrict our attention to the infra-red, its logarithm has an expansion in local 
derivatives. By this we mean that i t may be expressed as an integral over an 
infini te sum of terms, each of which is a finite product of fields and their derivatives, 
evaluated at the same space-time point. 
I f the spectrum includes massless particles, we can re-express the vacuum as the 
large time l im i t of the Schrodinger functional, which describes the propagation of 
fields over a finite t ime interval. This interval acts as a natural infra-red regulator, 
and at distances which are large on this scale, the Schrodinger functional again 
admits a derivative expansion. Since excited states can be constructed either by 
applying creation operators to the vacuum wave-functional, or by studying the large 
time asymptotics of the Schrodinger functional, these two wave-functionals are the 
central objects of study in a Schrodinger representation approach to QFT. 
This approach has been shown to be useful in studying the analytical properties 
of Q F T at large distances; for example in [4] i t was shown that the leading order 
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term in a strong coupling expansion of the Yang-Mills vacuum functional leads to 
confinement, via a kind of dimensional reduction. This has been generalized to the 
study of the Wheeler-de-Witt equation in quantum gravity [15 . 
But the use of the local expansion as an analytical tool is not l imited to the study 
of large distance phenomena. By exploiting analyticity in a complex scale parameter 
5], small distance behaviour can be reconstructed f rom the large distance expansion. 
Thus a knowledge of this expansion is sufficient to understand physics at all scales. 
From the point of view of the Schrodinger equation, obtaining wave functionals 
in the form of a local expansion is equivalent to solving an infinite set of coupled 
algebraic equations. I f we truncate the local expansion at some large but finite 
order, the resulting equations are well-suited to numerical treatment. Thus this 
approach provides a useful source of numerical information, even when exact results 
are unavailable [5, 6, 7]. Most of this thesis is concerned wi th analytical results, but 
we w i l l indicate along the way how numerical techniques can be used to solve more 
general problems. 
Chapter 4 is a detailed study of the Schwinger model, which is the simplest exam-
ple of a theory involving fermions coupled to gauge fields. This model can be solved 
exactly, but i t illustrates many issues which are relevant to the study of more compli-
cated gauge theories. In particular, although the physical spectrum exhibits a (dy-
namically generated) mass gap, the local expansion property of the wave-functionals 
breaks down as a result of gauge invariance. However, i t is st i l l possible to recon-
struct the wave-functionals f rom a local expansion of the Schrodinger functional, 
which we obtain explicitly. This illustrates a technique which may be applied in a 
similar fashion to QCD in (3-1-1) dimensions. Also, the Schrodinger functional may 
be interpreted as the density matr ix of the finite temperature model. 
Many well-known features of the Schwinger model (vacuum angle, bosonization, 
confinement, etc.) are exhibited by the wave-functional solutions. Most of this 
applies to other (1+1) dimensional gauge theories as well. We discuss a straight-
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forward method for extracting VEV's . Using similar methods, we show how the 
massive Schwinger model can be solved up to n-point interactions by expanding the 
kernels of the wave-functional in a suitable basis of functions. 
One of the most important recent developments in theoretical high energy physics 
is a conjecture by Maldacena that string theory propagating in an anti-de-Sitter 
spacetime (AdS) is equivalent to supersymmetric Yang-Mills propagating in the 
Minkowski spacetime at the anti-de-Sitter boundary. This conjecture is extremely 
useful since i t allows the strong coupling behaviour of either theory to be calculated 
f rom the weak coupling l im i t of the other. But i t is extremely difficult to test, espe-
cially beyond tree level in AdS—indeed there are vir tual ly no existing calculations 
of quantum corrections in this context. Yet testing the conjecture at this level is 
essential to its application to the real world. 
In Chapters 5 and 6 we develop the technology for understanding quantum fields 
in AdS. The boundary par t i t ion functions which are the main objects of study in 
the A d S / C F T correspondence have a natural interpretation in terms of the wave-
functionals of the AdS theory. We show how these wave-functionals may be obtained 
f rom the Schrodinger equation, and use them to calculate the two-point functions 
and scaling dimensions of the corresponding boundary fields. We also discuss the 
numerical evaluation of higher n-point functions in this formalism. 
Now because the conjectured correpondence relates strong and weak coupling, 
the perturbation expansions in the two theories are valid in different domains. So in 
order to test the conjecture we must find quantities whose exact coupling constant 
dependence can be calculated. In practise this restricts us to quantities such as 
global anomalies. We w i l l consider the Weyl anomaly, which measures the eflFect of 
a rescaling of the boundary metric. This involves generalizing the correpondence to 
incorporate a curved boundary. 
We calculate the Weyl anomalies arising f rom particles of arbitrary spin in AdS 
space-time, finding that the result is discontinuous in the particle mass, and non-
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zero for precisely the mass values appearing in the Kaluza-Klein compactifications 
of supergravity. 
Maldacena's conjecture relates type I I B string theory compactified on 5^ to 
A/" = 4 SU{N) super-Yang-Mills theory. From the point of view of the string 
theory, the Weyl anomaly should arise f rom the sum of the contributions from the 
supergravity fields. On the other hand, the anomaly can be calculated for free 
fields in super-Yang-Mills, and the result is protected by supersymmetry f rom loop 
corrections. We find that the contribution to the anomaly f rom tree level gravity 
coincides w i t h the S Y M result for large A'^ , whereas (for a Ricci-flat boundary metric) 
the one-loop anomalies cancel in each supergravity multiplet to give a vanishing 
result. This is also in accordance wi th the result obtained f rom SYM. In the same 
way, the contributions to the renormalization of the cosmological and Newton's 
constants cancel wi th in multiplets, as is required for the finiteness of the boundary 
theory. We outline how these results can be extended to a general Einstein metric 
on the boundary. 
In conclusion, our results provide substantial new evidence for Maldacena's con-
jecture at finite A''. I n the future we hope to apply our methods to other instances 
of the A d S / C F T correspondence, for instance M-theory on AdSr x 5^ and the many 
compactifications of string theory on AdSz-
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Chapter 2 
The Schrodinger representation 
for fields of arbitrary spin 
2.1 Scalar fields 
For scalar fields, the Lagrangian density is 
C='^{d,cpd,(t>-m^'-V {(!>)). (2.1) 
In the usual way, we define a field canonically conjugate to (j) 
dcf) 
and impose equal-time commutation relations 
^{x,t),Tr{x',t)] = zM'^(x-x ' ) 
[4>{x,t),7r{x',t)] = [4>{x,t),Tr{x',t)] = 0. 
Now in analogy w i t h quantum mechanics, we define a Hilbert space on which the 
operators (/>(x, t) and 7r(x, t) act. In order to satisfy the commutation relations, we 
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choose to diagonalize (f) 
{ip\^{^,t) = ipix){<p\, (2.3) 
and TT is represented by functional differentiation 
{ipmx,t) = - i h j ^ i i f l (2.4) 
The eigenstates {(p\ fo rm a complete orthonormal set: 
{(p\(p) = 5[(p-0 
jv^\^){^\ = 1, 
and by virtue of the commutation relations we can extract their explicit if depen-
dence 
{(p\ = {D\exp{i J dxfcip), (2.5) 
where {D\ is annihilated by (j). 
Wave-functionals (WF's) are inner-products of these states wi th the physical 
states of the theory 
*[¥'] = {^\^), (2.6) 
and themselves have an inner-product defined by 
(^r^|^2) = J r>(^^tM*2[^]- (2.7) 
They satisfy the Schrodinger equation 
H-^i^] = i h - ^ ^ l (2.8) 
ot 
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where the Hamiltonian is given by 
H = I d^xi-n^ - C ) = \ ! d'^xi-ir^ + (V0)2 + m V ' + V{<j>)). (2.9) 
WF's also have a path-integral representation. For example, according to the 
standard correspondence between expectation values and path-integrals, the Schro-
dinger functional ((^|e~^*|(^) may be wri t ten as 
{<f\e-"'\>f) = I V(j>e-'''^1'\ (2.10) 
where SE is the Euclidean action on a space-time volume bounded by surfaces 
t ime t apart, and the functional integration is subject to the boundary conditions 
,^(x, 0) = <^(x), <?i(x,t) = ^ ( x ) . 
We can enforce the boundary conditions by adding boundary terms to SE in 
(2.10). On a space-time wi th boundaries, i t is necessary to choose a definite direc-
t ion of propagation for all physical fields. Changing this direction is equivalent to 
performing an integration by parts in the bulk action and leads to boundary terms. 
Appropriate boundary conditions are ones which do not allow currents to leak across 
the boundary. To begin wi th we wi l l propagate everything forward in time, which 
correponds to selecting the advanced Green's function for the propagator. Then we 
can express SE as 
SE = i j d'^+^x{{\T-4){d^ + m?)(t)} , (2.11) 
where Tie implements a small negative time shift. We can get back to the form (2.1) 
which is appropriate for passing to the Hamiltonian formulation by integrating by 
parts: 
SE = ijd''+'x{{\T-Md^ + m^)<i> - iH^o - t ) - S{xo)) (r_e</')0} . (2.12) 
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Now on the in i t ia l boundary there is nowhere for fluctuations to propagate from, 
so we have a Neumann boundary condition ^|xo=o — 0. On the final boundary 
fluctuations can propagate f rom the bulk, but they cannot cross the boundary, so 
we have a Dirichlet boundary condition (i)\xo=t = 0. Of course there is nothing to stop 
us f rom making other choices of boundary condition. From a physical point of view 
we might like to take a Feynman prescription for the propagator, so that negative 
energy states are propagated backwards in time in accordance wi th our usual notions 
of causality. This complicates the quantization procedure considerably when things 
like gauge invariance are taken into account. But i t doesn't really matter what 
choice we make, because we can always change i t later by integrating over the 
boundary values of the fields (which is analogous to changing f rom the position 
to the momentum representation in quantum mechanics). So we wi l l do whatever 
seems simplest. In (2.10) we chose Dirichlet conditions on both boundaries, which 
is perfectly consistent. 
So introducing the source terms arising f rom (2.5) and suppressing the e depen-
dence, we have 
SE = ijd''+'x{\(l>{d'' + m^)^ - 5{x, ~t){4>- ^)4> + 5{xo){^ - <p)<i>} , (2.13) 
and the boundary conditions in (2.10) are now automatically satisfied. 
From the Schrodinger functional we can construct eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. 
Inserting a complete set of such eigenstates we find 
(<^|e-^^|^) = Y:{^\E^)e-'''-{Enm- (2.14) 
n 
Normalizing the vacuum energy to zero, we have, as t -> oo 
{v\e-"'\<p) ~ ^o[<f]%[<f], (2.15) 
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where is the vacuum W F . Excited states can be extracted in a similar way. 
To illustrate the solution of the Schrodinger equation consider free scalar fields, 
ie. V{(f)) = 0 in 2.1. The Schrodinger functional satisfies 
I f 6^ \ 
^b>^] = o + ^V,'p]> (2.16) 
w i t h the in i t i a l condition ^[<^, 0\\t=o = 6[(p-<f], and cj^ = - V ^ + m ^ . I t also satisfies 
a similar equation w i t h (p and (p interchanged. On general grounds we expect ^' to 
be Gaussian, so we make the ansatz 
<f] = f { t ) exp J d^x [ipV^p + ipEi^ + ipTip), (2.17) 
which leads to the following differential equations 
2/ = - t r r / = - t r T / 
2r = u^-r^ = -E' 
2E = - r S = - T E 
2 t = -E^ = tu^-r\ (2.18) 
These have the unique solution (wi th the overall sign chosen so that the W F is 
normalizable) 
/ = | t rwcosech( |wi) 
r = -Lucothilcut) 
E = —ucosech{^ujt) 
T = -tocothiltot). (2.19) 
As i -> 0, ig-/d'^x(vp-<^)V2i _^ _ gQ {^^ g j j j j^ j j^ l condition is satisfied. As 
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^ ^ oo we have 
^ ^ e - 2 / ^ ' ' ^ ( ^ ^ ' ^ + < '^^ <^), (2.20) 
f rom which we identify the vacuum functional as = e~^''''^^2^^^. 
We can construct excited states by the action of creation operators on the vacuum 
W F ; for free fields the annihilation and creation operators are respectively (^6(p) is 
the Fourier transform of (/>(x), etc.) 
a(p) = -^(a; i /^(p)^(p )-fza;-V2(p)^(p)) 
at(p) = -^(a;l/2(p)<^(p)-^a;-V2(p)^(p)). (2.21) 
Using (2.3) and (2.4) we can easily verify that a(p)^'o = 0, while an n-particle 
excited state is given (up to normalization) by ( p ( p i ) . . . (^(p„)^'o[v'], and has energy 
For interacting fields, i t is sometimes easier to construct the n-particle states by 
solving the time-independent Schrodinger equation H'^n = -E'n^n using the ansatz 
^n['A = ' ^ ' M ^ o M , (2.22) 
and taking $[99] to be of order n in ip. 
Now for fields which vary slowly on the scale of the mass m, we can expand u) as 
CO = V - V 2 + m2 =m- —-—- + ••• (2.23) 
This allows us to express the logarithm of a physical W F as an integral over a 
sum of local terms, each involving cp and its derivatives evaluated at a single point. 
Similarly, for small t, we can expand (2.19) in powers of t, which leads to a local 
expansion for the logarithm of the Schrodinger functional, even when m = 0. The 
terms of this expansion can be obtained f rom the Schrodinger equation. 
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I n later chapters we w i l l see that similar expansions exist for all theories, includ-
ing interacting ones. 
2.2 Yang-Mills fields 
The Lagrangian density for SU{N) Yang-Mills theory is 
C = ^trF'^'F,,, (2.24) 
where F^^ = df,A^-duAf,+[Af„ A^] and = QA'^TA, w i th TA the iV^ - 1 generators 
of SU{N). In the Weyl gauge AQ = 0 we can write 
H = - ^ fd'xtriE' + B''), (2.25) 
E = - A , B = V A A - f A A A . (2.26) 
The fields conjugate to A are - ^ ^ E , and are represented as 
E = (2.27) 
The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion are obtained by varying A^ in (2.24) 
a^F'^'^ + [ / l ^ , F n = 0, (2.28) 
and the u = Q component of this equation is a constraint (Gauss' law). Substituting 
(2.27) into i t gives an operator which annihilates physical WF's 
G * [ A ] = 0, G = ( 5 ^ ^ a « + / ^ ^ ^ / l f ) ^ . (2.29) 
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This is simply the statement that WF's are invariant under the time-independent 
gauge transformations generated by G. 
On the other hand, gauge transformations in other homotopy classes do not leave 
WF's invariant in general, but produce a phase; for a transformation Qn in the n th 
homotopy class 
Qn^A] = e - ^ "^^ [A] . (2.30) 
This is the origin of the so-called ^-angle. We can implement this property by writ ing 
^ [ A ] = e-^^"'[^]$[A], (2.31) 
where $ is invariant under all gauge transformations and in four dimensions^ ti; is a 
Chern-Simons term 
w [A] = I d'xe'^hi{F,,Ak - ^AAjAk), (2.32) 
which takes integer values for monopole-like configurations of the fields. So "instan-
ton number" can effectively be interpreted as monopole number in this context. The 
Chern-Simons term may be cancelled by adding a total derivative to the Lagrangian 
C^C + e ^ , (2.33) 
and i t is easily verified that 
dw 1 
r t r*F^"F^, , *F^'' = ie^'^'^^F^p. (2.34) 
dt WTT^ 
For the Abelian theory we can easily solve the Schrodinger equation for the vac-
^the corresponding expression in two dimensions is given in Chapter 4. 
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uum functional. I t takes the following form 
Since the Hamiltonian is quadratic, we expect a Gaussian ground state, so we write 
^ o [ A ] = e - ^ [ ^ ] , W = \ l dVyA^{x)r,,{x,y)A^{y). (2.36) 
Substituting into the Schrodinger equation (2.35) we find 
I c i V r , , ( x , y ) r , f c ( y , z ) = {-W'5,k + didk)5'{x - z), (2.37) 
which in momentum space has the solution 
rij = -\p\6,j+p,pj/\p\. (2.38) 
Transforming back to position space, we have 
* o [ A ] = exp ( / d'xd'y^^^^^^^^^^] . (2.39) 
For non-Abelian fields, which are self-interacting, the Schrodinger equation is 
of course much harder to solve. Nevertheless, Feynman conjectured [39] that the 
vacuum W F in (2+1) dimensions has the following form 
* o [ A ] = exp | - / ? t r J F , , ( x ) 5 ( x , y ) F , , ( x ) 5 ( y , x ) / ( x , y ) d x d y } , (2.40) 
5 ( x , y ) = P e x p | z ^ ' ' A ( x ' ) - d x ' l (2.41) 
and this has been conjectured to hold in (3+1) dimensions as well [40, 60]. I t is 
diff icul t to verify this directly because of the intractability of calculations involving 
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functional derivatives of the Wilson line S'(x,y). Nevertheless, at short distances 
(2.40) reduces to (2.39) in accordance wi th asymptotic freedom. 
A t large distances one might hope to expand the bilocal integrand in (2.40) about 
a single point 
^ o [ A ] = exp (^-Ao J dxtr{F^jf - j dx(Ai^ij)^ + . . . ) . (2.42) 
The leading order term in this expansion dominates in the large distance l imi t , 
as suggested by Greensite [41], and leads to confinement via a kind of dimensional 
reduction [4]. However, Schrodinger representation calculations [42] in (2-1-1) dimen-
sional Yang-Mills suggest that (2.42) is not quite right; there are non-local terms 
arising f rom the non-local nature of the weight function /(x, y). This is very simi-
lar to the situation in (1+1) dimensional QED, which we wi l l study in detail later. 
There the non-local terms are associated wi th the existence of massless non-physical 
modes which are necessary to preserve gauge-invariance. Thus in spite of the exis-
tence of a dynamically generated mass gap, the anticipated existence of a derivative 
expansion of the WF's fails to materialize. This appears to be a general feature of 
gauge theories. 
I t is s t i l l possible to obtain the vacuum functional in an expansion of the form 
(2.42) by expressing i t as a large-time l imi t of the Schrodinger functional, as we did 
for scalar fields. Alternatively, the form of the non-local terms may be investigated 
in more detail to generalize the large-distance expansion (2.42) in an appropriate 
way. In either case, using the techniques described in Chapter 3 the small distance 
behaviour of (2.40) can be reconstructed f rom the large-distance expansion, whose 
coefficients may be determined f rom the Schrodinger equation. 
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2.3 Fermions 
The functional representation of fermions is complicated by the self-conjugate nature 
of fermion fields; for a free Majorana fermion wi th Lagrangian density 
C = \ii>^ • dip, (2.43) 
we can reproduce the canonical anti-commutation relation 
{ M ^ ) , M ^ ' ) } = ^abSHx - x') (2.44) 
by using the Floreanini-Jackiw representation [15 
The diflBculty is that (2.45) is reducible. But this reducibility may be removed by 
interpreting the representation in a different way. Consider the arbitrary projection 
operators Q± = ^{1 ± Q). Suppose we diagonahze Q+ip and represent Q^ip by 
functional differentiation: 
(«1Q+V'(x) = -^QM^)H {u\Qj{x) = i = Q _ ^ ( n | . (2.46) 
As before, we can solve for the •u-dependence explicitly^ 
{u\ = {Q\ exp{V2uQ^i>), (2.47) 
where {Q\ is defined by the property {Q\Q^i) = 0. This shows that WF's depend 
only on Q^u and we can take Q+u = 0. The expression corresponding to (2.47) for 
•^ We adopt the convention that when bilinears such as uQu or ui^ are written down 
without arguments, the spatial argument is integrated over: uQu = / dxUa(x)(5a6U6(x), 
etc. 
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the representation (2.45) is 
{u\ = (any| exp{V2ui}), (2.48) 
and i f we choose (any| = {Q\ then this coincides wi th (2.47) up to a t r ivial factor 
gwQu -^yj^ich vanishes when the constraint Q^u = 0 is imposed. 
As pointed out in [15], the choice of Q is a choice of Dirac sea. But as in the 
bosonic case, i t is neither necessary nor desirable to make i t a physical Dirac sea, 
which would make the reference state {u\ an excitation of the physical vacuum. 
We wish to make a choice which is independent of the dynamics or the specific 
theory under consideration. I t is convenient to take Q to he a local operator. One 
particularly useful choice is Q = 7o, which is the unique choice preserving gauge 
invariance in odd dimensional spacetimes, and corresponds to a vanishing vacuum 
angle in even dimensional ones. 
To define an inner-product we construct dual states \v) defined by 
or equivalently 
Q^i>\v) = -^Q+v\v), QJ\V) = -^Q^j^lv), (2.50) 
w i t h (2.47) becoming 
\v) = exp{V2vQ+^)\Q), (2.51) 
where Q-iplQ) = 0. We have {u\v) = {Q\Q) = 1 and the completeness relation is 
1 = j DuDv\v){u\. (2.52) 
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As before, WF's are overlaps ^[w] = {u\'^) and have the inner-product 
(^^1^2) = j DuDv^l[v]^2[u]. (2.53) 
I t is easy to see that w i t h repect to this inner-product the Hermitian conjugate of 
u is ^ , so that ip is Hermitian, as i t should be. 
Now charged fermions can be represented in a similar way^ 
((u,ut|V't ^ - L ( u t + A)((zx,nt|. (2.54) 
The notation of (2.54) indicates that u and are treated as unconstrained 
fields, eg. for the purpose of taking functional derivatives. However, as before, the 
reducibility of (2.54) may be removed by imposing the constraints Q_u = u^Q+ - 0. 
In the presence of these constraints (2.54) corresponds to diagonalizing Q+ip and 
{u,u^\Q-i-ip = \/2Q+u{u,u^ 
{u,u^xP^Q- = V2u^Q-{u,u^, (2.55) 
and representing the other projections by functional differentiation 
{u,u^\Q^ip = -^Q^-^{u,u^ 
(n,ut|^tQ^ = _ L i _ Q ^ ( „ ^ ^ t | . (2.56) 
^The notation is a little misleading, since ^ (and not u^) is the Hermitian conjugate 
of u. 
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Again, physical WF's w i l l always depend only on the constrained fields. The 
two representations are exactly equivalent, but {{u, and {u, differ by a relative 
factor of e~"^'5w^ which guarantees that the functional derivatives acting in ( 2 . 5 4 ) 
do not take the state out of the subspace defined by Q. 
The explicit dependence on u, is given by 
{u,u^\ = {Q\exp[V2{u'^'4) - ip^u) 
= (Q|exp[\ /2(nt(5_Vi-V'^Q+u)], ( 2 . 5 7 ) 
where {Q\ satisfies 
{Q\Q+i^ = {Qli^^Q- = 0. ( 2 . 5 8 ) 
Similarly, defining \u,u t) = e x p [ v ^ ( u t ^ - i;^u)]\Q) w i th Q-i^\Q) = i^^Q+\Q) = 
0, we have 
i>\u,u^) = -^{u- -^)\u,u^) 
i>^u,u^) = -^{u^ - -^)\u,u^). ( 2 . 5 9 ) 
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The inner-product is a l i t t le more difficult to define in this case. The above 
definitions give rise to the following equations: 
0 = - V2u^)Q+{{u,u^\v,v^)) 
= Q+{iP + V2v){{u,u^v,v^)) 
= ii;^ + V2v'<)Q_{{u,u^v,v^)) 
,u^\v,v^)}, ( 2 . 6 0 ) 
where we have used the canonical commutation relations. The field operators in 
( 2 . 6 0 ) may be represented by either pair of fields, and the equations solved to give 
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{{u, u^v, v^)) = exp(w^(5u - uhQ^v + v^2Q+u + v^Qv). (2.61) 
Hence 
{u, u^\v, v^) = exp{2v^u - 2u^v), (2.62) 
which diflPers slightly f rom the version given by other authors [37]. 
To calculate inner-products of WF's we use the part i t ion of unity 
1 = J DuDu^DvDv^e^^''^''-^''^''^\v,v^){u,u^. (2.63) 
2.4 Fermions coupled to gauge fields 
We can combine the representations described in the previous two sections to give 
a representation of QED or QCD. We start wi th the Lagrangian 
JC = | # ( 7 • D - m)V' + ^trFf^'F^,, (2.64) 
w i t h D the covariant derivative — 5^ — e^l^. This is invariant under the gauge 
transformations 
iP^g-'iP, A^^ g-'A^g + g-'d^g. (2.65) 
For many purposes i t is convenient to require physical WF's to be gauge invariant 
also. We wish to choose Q so that this is possible. In general, we could consider Q 
to have some gauge field dependence. However, any field dependence or non-locality 
of Q w i l l cause the representation to transform non-trivially under (2.65) (this can 
be seen f rom (2.57) and (2.58)). The only gauge invariant representations are when 
we take Q to be a local, field independent operator. In particular, i f we take Q± 
to be the (non-local) projections P± onto +ve/-ve energy eigenstates, the resulting 
WF's are invariant under time-independent gauge transformations of the fields, but 
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in general they do not satisfy Gauss' law [15, 16]. However, provided we take Q to 
satisfy the conditions above. Gauss' law is automatically satisfied, and the W F is a 
genuinely gauge invariant object. 
Since \u,u\A) is not a physical state we need to check that its overlap with 
physical states is well-defined and non-vanishing . Consider the vacuum of the 
theory defined by (2.64). W i t h P± defined as above, i t satisfies 
V-^P+IO) = P_^|0) = 0. (2.66) 
The conditions (2.58) and (2.66) and the representation (2.54) lead to the following 
equations: 
p_(u+~){{u,u\A\{i) = 0 
( u t - i - | - ) p + ( ( « , u t , ^ | 0 ) = 0 
Q^{u-~){{u,u\A\Q) = Q 
( ^ ^ ^ - ^ ) Q - ( ( u , ^ ^ ^ y l | 0 ) = 0. (2.67) 
These have the solution 
{{u,u\A\G) = ( ( ^ | P e " ' ^ " e x p ( ^ ^ • ^ ) | 0 ) , (2.68) 
where M = A'^C = C'^A, and we define A = {P_,Q+}, C = [P-,Q+]. The 
constant of integration B corresponds to the determinant of the Dirac operator, and 
solving (2.67) is equivalent to performing the fermion integration, since (2.68) no 
longer involves fermion field operators. For the moment we assume that A~^ exists; 
the non-invertibility of A would signal the presence of zero modes of the Dirac 
operator, which would have to be treated separately. But we can always choose Q± 
so that A is invertible. 
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We can reproduce the result in a path integral representation. The vacuum is 
represented as limt_^oo where S is any physical state not orthogonal to the 
vacuum. This leads, via the usual correspondence of matrix elements wi th path 
integrals, to the expression 
^'[m, U*, 
+ [V2{u^Q_iP - iP^Q+u) + u^Qu + iA-A]\. (2.69) 
Here SB and SF are the bosonic and fermionic parts of the Euclidean action, and 
the integral is evaluated wi th the following boundary conditions implied by (2.58): 
Ai\t=o = Q+^\t=o = i^^Q-\t=o = 0. (2.70) 
These boundary conditions may be implemented by boundary terms as before. 
For fermions we choose ip^Q+ and Q-ip to be propagated forward in time, and ip^Q-, 
Q+ip backwards; this is effected by adding the boundary term 
{ZiP^)Q+i; (2.71) 
to the action, while the gauge field boundary condition is implemented by the bound-
ary term 
i{TeA) • A. (2.72) 
The fermion integration is now easily done by standard methods; we obtain the 
path integral version of (2.68) 
^u,u\A] = J DAidetD expi^-Se+ TT:[U^A-^CU + I{A-A) • (2.73) 
D is the Dirac operator. Similarly, the vacuum functional for free fermions or 
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fermions in a classical background field is given by 
*['fx,ut] = e x p T r L U - ^ C w l . (2.74) 
Now consider the possible choices of Q. The solution we found above depended 
on the existence of the operator A'^C, which is equivalent to the invertibility of 
Q + P for all momenta. Q satisfying this condition are given in Appendix E of [15]; 
in even spacetime dimensions they take the form 
Q = a7° + i67%^ + C7^ (2.75) 
where -t- 6^  - f = 1, w i th the additional conditions 
{l-c^)-\-a±ibc) ^[l,oo), (2.76) 
for m > 0, and 7^  1 for m = 0. In odd spacetime dimensions 7^  =7", so the only 
possibility is Q = 70. 
So what happens i f we choose a Q which does not satisfy these conditions? The 
invert ibi l i ty o{Q + P implies the absence of zero modes of the Dirac operator. This 
completely pins down the topological properties of the wave-functional, which wi l l 
be useful when we consider subtleties like the vacuum angle. But other choices lead 
to equally well-defined wave-functionals provided we take account of zero modes. 
And i t is always possible to alter Q by means of a functional Fourier transform. 
So assume for the moment that we impose (2.75), which we can rewrite as 
Q+ = (07° + ^fe7%')^(l + + ib'l'l'), (2.77) 
Q_ = \{l - a'j° - ?6'7°7^)(a7° + ^67^'), (2.78) 
where a' = and h' = f rom (2.55) and (2.56) we see that this is equivalent 
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to choosing Q± = | ( 1 ± a '7° ± ih'^^'y^). Since a'^  + b''^ = 1, this means that we can 
set c = 0 in (2.75) without loss of generality. Thus the possible choices for Q are 
parametrized by the single, arbitrary complex number z = a — ib (which could in 
principle be taken to have local variations in space). 
Since the Dirac operator has no zero modes when these boundary conditions are 
imposed, what happens to topological objects like instantons? 
We w i l l see that the phase of z corresponds to the vacuum angle. In two dimen-
sions our choice of boundary conditions mean the instanton number is not quantized, 
but corresponds to the non-integrable phase. In four dimensions we observed a sim-
ilar phenomenon, and argued that the corresponding phase was related to monopole 
number. Our representation seems to furnish a useful new perspective on these 
non-perturbative structures. 
2.5 Superfields 
In order to work wi th supersymmetric theories i t is useful to set up the Schrodinger rep-
resentation in the superfield formalism. The representation we give here extends to 
all superfields. I t would be extremely interesting to study Super-Yang-Mills in this 
way, both because issues of regularization are much easier to deal wi th than in 
ordinary QCD, and because, as we saw in the last section non-perturbative and 
topological properties have very nice interpretations in the Schrodinger formalism. 
In particular, z must parametrize the 51/(2, Z) duality of A/" = 4 SYM. 
Just to illustrate the use of the superfield formalism in the Schrodinger represen-
tation, we w i l l describe the vacuum solution of the Wess-Zumino model. The action 
is wri t ten in terms of anti-commuting coordinates 9 as 
5 = 1 d^x(f9(fe l^{x, 9,9)(i){x, 9,9), (2.79) 
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where ^ ( x , 6, 6) and ^(a;, 9, 9) are chiral superfields 
^{x,9re) = e-^'^'ip{x,9) 
Hx,9,9) = e'^>(p(x,^). (2.80) 
We can expand (p{x, 9) and <^(x, 9) in powers of ^ 
ip{x,9) = A + 29ip-9^F 
<fix,9) = B + 29i>-9^G (2.81) 
and choosing projection operators Q± as in the fermionic case, we can take as a 
complete set of conjugate variables (p{x,Q+9), (p{x,Q_9), and their conjugates 
7r (x ,Q+^)= . = \!<P9i99e'^''^'^{x,Q-9) 
5S 
^M-0) = J^~QY^ = \!(P9i99e-^^'^\{x,Q^9). (2.82) 
Defining (j)^ = e-'~^f\{x,Q^9), ^ = e'^'^^(f{x,Qj), and similarly for TT^ , TT^ , we 
find that the Hamiltonian is given by 
H = I d^x(f9n<fi + I d?xd^9TT(p - C 
= I d^xd'^9 (ITTCTTC + ^^c(l>c) • (2.83) 
As before we represent TT and n by functional differentiation: 
7r{x, Q+e) = - I . . 7f(x, QJ) = -% ^ - (2.84) 
and the Schrodinger equation H'i — E^'^ is easily solved for the vacuum W F : 
^^[^PM = exp d^xd^9(p9Q_^^Q^9\^ . (2.85) 
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Note that the vacuum energy vanishes 
Eo = t r ^ j d'9e'^'^' eQ.^Q^9 = 0, (2.86) 
and therefore H is a regular operator, unlike previous cases where the divergent 
vacuum energy had to be subtracted. 
2.6 Gravity 
Quantum gravity is of course non-renormalizable, but i t can be studied in the semi-
classical expansion using Schrodinger representation methods. The Lagrangian is 
j d?x^{R{g) + K), (2.87) 
where A is the cosmological constant. 
I t is useful to expand the metric about a classical solution of the Einstein equa-
tions 
^Classical ^ ( 2 . 8 8 ) 
To quadratic order in the perturbation hij, the Lagrangian becomes 
C = \ {-h,,,xh^^'' + h):''hl, - 2hl,h>;;: + 2 / i v , . / i i r ) . (2.89) 
The theory is invariant under the gauge transformations / i ^ ^ /^^j^+ + and 
a convenient choice of gauge is given by 
hij,j = Q, hii = 0, V = 0, (2.90) 
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so that (2.89) reduces to 
1 r 
C = -jd^x (/i,,,o/i^,,o - K^kK^k) • (2.91) 
The conjugate momenta are 
5C 
= 7 7 — = lh^,,o, (2.92) 
and the Hamiltonian is 
I d'xiiv'^n'^ + \h,J^kh^j,k). (2.93) 
This has precisely the same form as the Hamiltonian of free electrodynamics (2.35), 
allowing us to obtain the ground state of linearized gravity by direct analogy: 
Mh,] = ( - 1 , / d ' x d = , ^ ? M W M | M ) . (2.94) 
The analogy between particles whose spin differs by one is extremely useful; even 
in the case of loop effects and interacting theories i t allows us to generalize many 
results to arbitrary spin without repeating the calculations explicitly. We wil l make 
extensive use of this in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 3 
Perturbative and non-perturbative 
approaches to the Schrodinger 
equation 
3.1 Loop expansion and renormalization 
Our main incentive for studying the Schrodinger representation is as a non-perturbative 
approach to field theory, but there are some issues, such as renormalization, which 
are best dealt w i t h in perturbation theory. Also, i t is useful to be able to make 
contact w i t h standard perturbative results. 
For a generic quantum field theory, the vacuum W F can be writ ten as = 
exp{W/h) where W generates connected Feynman diagrams. So, for example, the 
Schrodinger equation for the scalar field vacuum becomes 
fi, = ; / d^. I ^(x)(™^ - V V ( x ) - ( ^ ) - + V M . (3.1) 
We can expand W in powers of h 
W = W^°^ + hW^^^ + h^W^^^ + ... (3.2) 
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and W^^^ in powers of (p 
VF« = Y: / d'x,... d ^ x „ / » ( x x , . . . , x „ ) y p ( x i ) . . . ^ ( x „ ) . (3.3) 
n=2-
For the vacuum W F we can assume that the functions are translation invariant; 
this ensures that the vacuum is a zero eigenstate of the momentum operator. We 
can also assume without loss of generality that they are symmetric. Substituting the 
expansions into (3.1) gives us simple equations which we can solve order by order in 
h and ifi. The order or tree-level contribution gives the Hamilton-J acobi equation 
for Wo, which corresponds to the classical action. A t 0{(p'^) this is 
/ A / f (x, y)/f (y, z) = {m' - V')6{^ - z), (3.4) 
so that /2°^(x, y) = - l ^ m ^ - W^6{x-y), ie. the tree-level contribution to the two-
point funct ion reproduces the result we found earlier for free fields. Now suppose 
we include a interaction term 
V[^] = I / d^x^i^r = f / ^ • • • ^ 5 ( P i + • • • + P 4 ) ^ ( P i ) . . . ^(P4). (3.5) 
Then according to (3.1) the tree-level four-point function (in momentum space) 
satisfies 
2 E / f (p.)/r ( P i , . . . , P4) = f 5 ( p i , . . . , p4), (3.6) 
w i t h the solution 
/ f ( P i , . . . , P4) = - f ^ ^ ' ^ ( P i ' • • •' P'')- (3-7) 
Similarly the tree-level six-point function is obtained as 
/ i ° H p i , - . . , P 6 ) = ^ ^ ^ / ^ / r ( p , P l , P 2 , P 3 ) / f (3.8) 
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The one-loop or 0(h) n-point functions are obtained in a similar fashion from (3.1). 
A t 0(v?^) we have 
SO that 
^'^-sJ ( 2^ )^ (a ; (p )+c . ( , ) ) a ; ( , ) - ^^"^^^ 
I f we regulate the p-integral by introducing a momentum cutoff < A^, then for 
d = 3 we find 
f^'\Q) - ^ , + Bu^iQ) In A + CA + Aeg(g), (3.11) 
where /reg is regular as A ^ oo. The first two divergences can be absorbed by 
performing the usual mass and wavefunction renormalizations, and the third may 
be removed by subtracting a counterterm CA / d'^xip{yif f rom the Lagrangian. In [3 
i t was shown that this is a general feature of Q F T in the Schrodinger representation; 
wave-functionals are finite as the cutoff is removed, provided that in addition to 
the usual renormalization we subtract suitable local counterterms from the action. 
These additional counterterms are necessitated by the boundary terms which define 
the quantization surface. Their form is constrained on dimensional grounds and 
must respect all the symmetries of the theory; for this reason i t is easy to show that 
they are finite in number. 
3 . 1 . 1 R e n o r m a l i z a t i o n o f Y a n g - M i l l s 
In gauge theory, gauge invariance is thought to preclude such additional countert-
erms [48, 50], so that physical WF's should be finite provided we renormalize masses, 
coupling constants, etc. in the usual way. For example, in Yang-Mills theory, we can 
make the coupling constant g an appropriate function of a momentum cutoff, and 
subtract the vacuum energy f rom the Hamiltonian. Thus the Schrodinger equation 
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for the vacuum becomes 
( - ^ ! ^ A , + - ^ B - E{s)\ *o = 0 (3.12) 
5\o \^  2 25^ -^ (5) ) 
where 
5 . 5 
^^ = / ' ' ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ = j^'^'^^'- (3.13) 
A is a kernel regularizing the coincident functional derivatives in the functional 
Laplacian A (which represents in the Hamiltonian). The regularization must be 
done in a gauge invariant fashion, so we choose 
A(x,y) = S ( x , y ) / ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ | ^ e - < - > (3.14) 
where as before 5 is a Wilson line. Again, we can expand everything in powers of h 
-1 oo oo oo 
W[A]='-Y.^^W^[M. / = E ^ " 5 ^ ' E{s) = Y.K'E^{s). (3.15) 
n=0 n=0 n = l 
Substituting into the Schrodinger equation, we have at tree-level the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation 
and at one-loop 
Now AgWo diverges as s \ 0, but we can choose in such a way as to cancel 
this divergence. Consider the O ( A ^ ) part of A^VKq- Because of gauge invariance, 
this contains a term of the form 
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clns / ^,A^M^t{-v){p''p'' -P'^'") (3.18) 
for some constant c. We can compute c = llA^/(247r^) by evaluating WQ up to 
0 ( A ' ' ) f rom the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [9]. Similarly, to O(A^) B has the form 
/ ( | ^ ^ ^ ( P ) ^ ^ ( - P ) ( ^ ' > ' ^ (3.19) 
and we conclude that to cancel the divergent term (3.18) we must take 2gl/gl = 
cln(s/Li^) for some mass scale ^ . So to one loop, the coupling is 
9 = 9o + ^9i= 9o+^ > (3.20) 
allowing us to calculate the one-loop beta-function 
In perturbation theory we can use similar methods to determine higher loop cor-
rections to g{s) and E{s). In principle these could be computed non-perturbatively 
as well, but in four dimensions an analytical treatment is probably beyond current 
technology. When fermions are included there are of course additional renormaliza-
tions of the wavefunction and the fermion mass to be dealt wi th . 
3.2 Large-distance expansion 
If , at least w i th current knowledge, renormalization is most easily dealt with in 
perturbation theory, there are nevertheless many results which may be obtained 
non-perturbatively in the Schrodinger representation. Also, the formalism is flexible 
enough to allow the simultaneous use of perturbative and non-perturbative strategies 
in any concrete calculation. The non-perturbative techniques which we are about 
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to describe w i l l be of considerable use even wi th in perturbation theory. 
In the last chapter we saw various examples of WF's which can be expanded in lo-
cal terms for slowly varying fields. For example, we expect that the Schrodinger func-
tional of any Q F T can be expanded in this way for fields which vary slowly on the 
scale of the time parameter. For theories wi th a mass gap, we expect the vacuum 
W F to have such an expansion for fields which vary slowly on the scale of the lightest 
mass. Of course, as we discussed earlier and wi l l see explicitly in the next chapter, 
gauge invariance can spoil the local nature of this expansion by introducing massless 
modes which connect gauge equivalent configurations. 
Although expansions of this type are valid only for slowly varying fields, we can 
use the analyticity properties of the WF's under complex rescalings to reconstruct 
their behaviour for large momentum. Thus f rom a local expansion of the WF's, we 
can in principle calculate all physically interesting information, including that which 
is sensitive to U V modes, such as the computation of the particle spectrum, or the 
beta function. 
From the point of view of the Schrodinger equation, solving for the local expan-
sion of a W F is equivalent to solving an infinite set of coupled algebraic equations 
for the coefficients of the local terms. However, in solving the Schrodinger equation, 
care must be taken w i t h the regularization procedure, since i t wi l l not in general 
commute wi th the expansion in local terms. 
I f a W F admits a local expansion, i t can also be expanded locally order by order 
in the loop expansion. Thus this approach to the Schrodinger equation may be 
implemented wi th in a perturbation theory approach as well. 
To illustrate the general strategy we are outlining, we wi l l first show that the 
analyticity properties of WF's allow them to be reconstructed from their local ex-
pansions, and then show how the coefficients of these expansions may be obtained 
f rom the Schrodinger equation. 
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3.2.1 Analyticity of Wave-Functionals 
To begin wi th we w i l l show how the small distance cutoff dependence of the free 
scalar vacuum energy can be reconstructed f rom its large distance behaviour. Con-
sider the Hamiltonian (2.9). The vacuum energy is given by the action of TT^ , which 
is represented by a functional Laplacian A , on the vacuum functional = e"^^'^^. 
This clearly diverges, so as before we introduce a momentum cutoff which regulates 
the Laplacian 
A - / ^1 (3 22) 
and leads to the well-defined vacuum energy density 
AcW 1 f d'^p rz ~ const. „ ,„ „„. 
Now suppose we insert the local expansion (2.23) of a; into (3.23). This does not 
give the correct behaviour as s ^ 0, because the expansion is only valid for <w?. 
But we can remedy this by resumming the series expansion to obtain the correct 
small distance behaviour. I f we rewrite (3.23) as 
then i t is easy to see that i t extends to an analytic function of s on the complex 
plane wi th the negative real axis removed. We can expand the square root provided 
that |s|7n^ > 1. Consider the integral 
where C is a keyhole contour which runs under the negative real axis up to s = - i ? , 
where R > l/m?, around the circle of radius R about the origin, and back to s = —oo 
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above the negative real axis. We can evaluate this integral using the local expansion 
I(X) = f ^ " ( ± 
n+d/2 
(3.26) 
where Q;„ = 2{2TTy{d+2n}n^(i/2-ny. ^ ^^^ volume of the unit sphere in d dimen-
sions. Alternatively, we can evaluate (3.25) by collapsing the contour unti l i t just 
surrounds the negative real axis. As A ^  oo the contribution f rom the negative real 
axis is exponentially suppressed, and we are left w i th £{0). 
I n practise we w i l l want to truncate the series to a finite number of terms. Since 
(3.26) is an alternating series, truncating i t at n A'', say, gives an error less than 
OlN+l X 
N+d/2+l 
{N + d/2 + l)\ 
\ N+d/2+l 
(3.27) 
I f we take A = Nfi^ w i t h fi^ < then the truncation error goes to zero for large N. 
We can choose /j, so that the error due to approximating £{0) by (3.25) is comparable 
in magnitude to (3.27). 
Now we w i l l describe how a similar technique allows WF's to be reconstructed 
f rom their large distance expansions. I f we write WF's as functionals of a scaled 
field </?*(x) = 99(x / \ / i ) we wish to show that they form analytic functions of s in the 
cut plane. This w i l l allow us to express their behaviour for small s in terms of their 
behaviour for large s, via Cauchy's theorem, just as we did for the vacuum energy. 
Consider the path integral representation (2.10) for the Schrodinger functional, 
wr i t ten in terms of the scaled fields 
J V(j) exp -i j d'^^^x {(/)(a^ + m^)(t> - 26{XQ - T){(j) - ip')^ + 26{xo){(j) - <p')^ . 
(3.28) 
Suppose we have only one spatial dimension. Since we have chosen the space-time 
to be Euclidean, we can interchange the role of the time coordinate wi th that of 
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the spatial coordinate to obtain an integral over the space-time —oo < t < oo, 
0 < X < T. The time derivatives in (3.28) become space derivatives, and we can 
reinterpret the path integral as a time-ordered vacuum expectation value in the 
rotated space-time 
^r[v^',<f'] = T{Or\expIdt (2<^ >'U=. - 2ip'(t>'\,=o)\0r). (3.29) 
Here |0r) is the vacuum of the theory wi th Euclidean action 
SE = i l d'^x {(f){d^ + m^)(P + 2{5{xo) - 6{x - r ) ) # } (3.30) 
defined on the rotated space-time. We can expand the exponential in (3.29) and 
use the time-evolution operator e"^ ""* of the rotated theory to generate the time-
dependence. We obtain 
* r b ' , = E / dtn / dtr^-l ... d t j ~ dp, . . . dp^ 6^^'*' 
x^^ip,)... <^^(p^)(^^(p^+i). . . (^^(p„)(0 . |^ ' (0)e-(*"-*"-)^^,^ ' (0) . . . 
...e-(*^-*^)^^(^'(0)|0,), (3.31) 
where the first m occurrences of (/»'(0) are evaluated at rr = r , and the remaining 
ones at x = 0. The time integrals may be performed to give 
x s " / 2 ( 0 . | ^ ' ( 0 ) - - ^ - ^ - — - 0 ' ( o ) . . . ^'{Q) I . 4 > ' { m P ) 
^/sH'^ + 2 ( E Pi) VsH^ + ipi 
Inserting a complete set of energy eigenstates between occurrences of the Hamilto-
nian in (3.32) allows us to write this as a sum of terms in which the s-dependence 
is contained in fractions of the form lj{E — iJ2i^iPi)] since the eigenvalues of the 
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Hamiltonian are real, this shows that is analytic in s apart f rom singularities 
occuring on the negative real axis. 
To extend this result to fields in more than one spatial dimension, we can con-
sider scaling each dimension seperately, and applying the same argument as above. 
Similarly, this result extends straightforwardly to fields of higher spin, including 
fermions and gauge fields. 
Now consider Wr, the logarithm of To any finite order in the sources (p and 
(p this may be wr i t ten as a sum of terms which are products of the terms appearing 
in (3.32), and i t is thus also analytic in the complex s-plane wi th the negative real 
axis removed. Because particles are restricted to the range 0 < x < r the theory 
has a mass-gap of value 1/r, even i f m = 0. Thus all the fractions \/{E — i Pi) 
have either E = 0 or E > 1/T. In the latter case, provided the sources have compact 
support in momentum space, and we take 5 to be sufficiently large, we can expand 
the fractions in positive powers of the momenta, leading to a local expansion of 
the wave-functional. The fractions wi th E — 0 cannot be expanded, but these 
denominators must cancel against powers of momentum in the numerator to avoid 
violating the cluster decomposition property of Wr- This cancellation is highly 
non-trivial , but i t can be verified explicitly at each order by laborious calculations. 
So in conclusion, for sufficiently large s, Wr[(p^,<p^] can be expanded in terms 
which are local functionals of the sources. Using the fact that (p^] is analytic 
in s allows us to reconstruct the behaviour for small s f rom from this expansion, 
wr i t ing 
Wr[^,g^] = l i m 7(A) = l i m / -^e'^^-'^V~sWr[^^,<p% (3.33) 
' A-*-oo X-^ca 2Tn JC S — 1 
wi th C the same contour as before. We can improve the convergence of the series 
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by applying an additional resummation: 
dr 
l i m / ( A ) = l i m / ' ~e''^I{l/V^). (3.34) 
A->oo A->oo Zm Jc r 
3.2.2 The Schrodinger equation for the local expansion 
I n principle, by substituting the local expansion of a W F into the Schrodinger equation, 
we can reduce i t to a set of algebraic equations for the coefficients of the local terms. 
But as mentioned earlier, the need for regularization complicates this procedure. 
Consider the simple case of cp'^ theory in (1+1) dimensions. This theory is super-
renormalizable, and the Hamiltonian can be regularized by normal-ordering wi th 
respect to an arbitrary mass scale. Alternatively, the regularization may be per-
formed by subtracting mass and vacuum energy counterterms. I t is a relatively 
straightforward procedure to obtain the mass and energy counterterms as explicit 
functions of a momentum cutoff; we require functions m(s) and £{s) wi th the prop-
erty that 
: H := l i m = l i m J dx (^TT^  + m^{s)ci)l + |</.^ - £ ( s ) ) (3.35) 
for the cut-off fields 
^s= [ d y [ ^e^'^'-^mvl I d y l ^e^Pi--y)%[y). (3.36) 
J Jp^<l/s 27r J Jp2<l/s ZTT 
These are given by 
m'is) =m'-h^-^ f ^ (3.37) 
4 V < i A 27r y/p^ + 
and 
^/ X h f dp f rz m'^(s)-m?\ gti^ ( f 
Is 2TX y / f + J 
(3.38) 
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We chose to normal order wi th respect to the classical mass m, but we could have 
normal-ordered w i t h respect to any other mass, reflecting the freedom in our choice 
of subtraction point which lends the usual arbitrariness to the counterterms. 
Now the Schrodinger equation may be wri t ten as 
l i m f | - ^ r b ^ + W A v ' , <p']] = 0. (3.39) 
Using the argument already described, we can show that the LHS of this equation 
extends to an analytic function on the s plane wi th the negative real axis removed. 
This allows us to express (3.39) as 
lim— -e'^ —^r[^^,<p']+H,^r[v'','P'] = 0 . (3.40) 
A->oo 27rz Jc S KOT I 
where in this expression we can assume that "ifr = e^'", where Wr is a sum of local 
functionals 
= E / ^ • • • ^ ^ ( P ^ ) • • • ^iP2n)HPl + - • •+P2n)<:;n''^P^ • ••Ptr"'- (3.41) 
n,m,i 
Substituting this into (3.40) gives an infinite set of algebraic equations for the co-
efficients a^ '^ ^^ i ''^". In the following chapters we w i l l encounter many more examples 
of equations like this; in many of the cases we wi l l consider they can be solved 
analytically, but in general they are well suited to numerical treatment. 
I t is worth noting that the renormalization counterterms can also be obtained 
non-perturbatively f rom these equations, provided suitable renormalization condi-
tions are imposed. 
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Chapter 4 
The Schwinger model 
We now wish to illustrate the non-perturbative solution of the Schrodinger equation 
by studying a simple interacting theory, QED in (1+1) dimensions wi th massless 
fermions, known as the Schwinger model since i t was shown by Schwinger to be 
exactly solvable [36]. This model exhibits many of the features of QCD in higher 
dimensions, such as the vacuum angle, chiral symmetry breaking, and confinement, 
but since i t can be solved exactly, i t is a useful model for studying these phenomena 
analytically. 
Another motivation for studying this model is to shed some light on the appar-
ent breakdown of the local expansion property which seems to result f rom gauge 
invariance. In the Schwinger model we w i l l see that this is related to charge screen-
ing. This supports the idea that gauge invariant WF's do not in general admit local 
expansions, even in the presence of a mass gap. However the Schrodinger functional 
does always have an expansion, as we w i l l verify for the Schwinger model by con-
structing the Schrodinger functional explicitly. 
Many of the phenomena which we describe for the Schwinger model, such as the 
vacuum angle, bosonization, and much of the detailed structure of the Schrodinger 
equation, carries over directly to more general gauge theories in (1+1) dimensions. 
Though exact W F solutions have not yet been found for non-abelian gauge groups. 
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our approach may be applied to this problem without further development. We wi l l 
also investigate what happens when we give the fermions a non-zero mass; we wi l l 
show how to solve the Schrodinger equation for the exact n-point functions. 
In two dimensions, the general form of a physical W F is 
(4.1) 
where the Wilson lines e^-'yn guarantee gauge invariance and are arbitrary 
functions. I t is useful to note that i n the presence of the constraints on u and u^, 
two dimensional gamma matrices have only one effective degree of freedom; ie. in 
(4.1) we could have wri t ten 7*^  or 7^ in place of 7^. 
Using this and (2.63) we can calculate (dropping a divergent constant) 
°° 1 f 
i ^ g l ^ f ) = g ' f + E - / d''xd''yei,...,^g'{xuyn,. • • ,Xa,yiS nx,,yr,.. .,Xa,ya). 
a=l •' 
(4.2) 
A specific representation of the two dimensional Euclidean gamma matrices is 
given 7° = a^, 7^ = a^, 7^ = (T .^ We w i l l use the fermion representation described 
in chapter 2, w i t h the gauge invariant representations having 
1 / 1 ±z\ 
Q± = l, , • (4.3) 
4.1 T h e Schwinger model vacuum 
4.1.1 Path integral solution 
To begin wi th , we w i l l solve the path integral expression (2.73) for the vacuum W F . 
Since the effective theory is gaussian, the calculation is particularly simple. Later 
we wi l l show how the same result may be obtained from the Schrodinger equation. 
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The Schwinger model has the Euclidean action 
(4.4) 
For massless fermions we can obtain the fermion determinant by integrating the 
anomaly [32]; w i th a U ( l ) gauge group the result is 
det i? = exp -—(a^</.)2 , (4.5) 
where = 5^ ?7 + e^^d^cf). P± are obtained as equal time limits of the Dirac propa-
gator 
and 
P± = l i m D-\ (4.6) 
(4.7) 
A t i = 0 we want Ai = A, which implies that T] = J^{A + 4i). For (/> we can without 
loss of generality choose the boundary condition (j)\t=o = 0. Thus we have 
P± = Us{x - y ) ± ^ V ^ ] expUe r { A + ^)}. (4.8) 
2\ IT x - y j ^ Jy J 
Here V denotes the principal part. The operator A~^C is easily found; (2.73) be-
comes 
^u,u\A] = I D0exp | - ^< / . ( a^ + M2a')(/) 
H— / dxdy u\x)^^u{y)V expjze / {A + (j))\ 
•n J L X — y ^ Jy '. 
(4.9) 
where = ^ . We can integrate this to give 
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Mu, u\A]= E n - / dXr.dynuHx^)'y'uiyr,)V—^e''Jy 
X exp E (^^ ^ - 2/') - E [^ (^ ^ - ^3) + - Vi) \ ,4.10) 
where 
y 27r V p | J 
I t may be explicitly verified that (4.10) satisfies both Gauss' law and the Schrodinger 
equation. Note that this expression is both U V and IR convergent. 
Since the Dirac operator is flavour neutral, all of this is perfectly valid for the 
Schwinger model wi th Nj flavours, provided we put a flavour index on the fermions 
and set = A ^ / f . 
4.1.2 VEV's, chiral condensate and vacuum angle 
Define 
so that ^{x) = C(0) - C{x). 
From the analysis of [43] i t is clear that the two-point function {i}{x)L/hi^iy)L/R) 
is given by 
( ^ ( x ) « V ( y ) « ) = ^ e " " ^ ' " ' ' ' (4-13) 
where C{x — y) = J | ^ ( p — ^ 2^ _)_jv/2 )^ '^^ propagator of (f){x) (whereas $ ( x - t / ) 
is the propagator of 
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In particular, since lim3;_^o C{x) = In ^ + 7, we have for the chiral condensate 
{i^^)e = —cos9, (4.14) 
Z T T 
which corresponds wi th the well-known result [38 . 
Since the effective theory has only two-point interactions, the other n-point func-
tions are obtained f rom C{x) by a t r iv ia l extension of this analysis. When we con-
sider the massive model, we w i l l have to include n-point interactions in this analysis. 
We have identified the theta angle as a parameter in our choice of boundary 
conditions. We now demonstrate that this is the same parameter appearing in the 
instanton physics of the pure gauge theory. From this point of view the vacuum 
angle is obtained by inserting a term 
ie9 
2 ^ 
I dxe^'F^, (4.15) 
into the path-integral expression (2.69). This term is proportional to the "instanton 
number", which is not quantized, as a result of the boundary conditions. We have 
et'^F^^ = - 2 5 V , but on the other hand A = - j l ^ dtd'^cj), so that 
j d^xe^'^F^^ = 2 j dxA. (4.16) 
Hence 
<i!e[u,u\A] = ^u,u\A]e^!'^''^ (4.17) 
so that under a large gauge transformation / dxA -)• / dxA + we have '^e -> 
^5ie^'"^. This phase is twice what we might expect; because of the relation (4.16) 
large gauge transformations change the instanton number by multiples of two. To 
change the instanton number by one unit , we must perform a large gauge trans-
formation of winding-number one half f dxA —> / dxA + | . These "half-integer" 
transformations were first discussed in [33], but should not be thought of as con-
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t r ibu t ing to the vacuum degeneracy [34]. The periodicity of 9 is explained by the fact 
that i t is energetically favourable to create an electron-positron pair when 9 > 2IT 
35 . 
Because of the chiral anomaly, by performing a chiral rotation 
^ _> e^^-^'/V, ^ V-^e"' '^'/ ' , (4.18) 
in (2.69) the term (4.15) is cancelled. This returns us to the original expression, but 
w i t h Q replaced by Q' = Qe^^"'^ and u, v) chirally rotated so that they satisfy the 
constraints w i t h Q' instead of Q. In other words, the term (4.15) just modifies the 
boundary conditions in the expected way. Incidentally, this implies that 
( ^ J | 6 ( ^ , ^ t ) | ^ 2 ^ = ( ^ J | d ( e ^ ^ ^ = / 2 ^ , ^ t e - W ) | ^ 2 ^ , (4^9) 
which is useful for calculating expectation values. 
This discussion is unaffected i f the fermions have a non-zero mass, except that the 
mass term is also altered by the chiral rotation (4.18); m —>• me* '^^ .^ This indicates 
that the vacuum angle has a true physical significance in this case, whereas for 
massless fermions i t can be altered by a suitable redefinition of the fields. 
4.1.3 Bosonization 
The confining nature of the theory is easily seen from (4.10); since the potential 
(4.36) goes like |x| at large distances, configurations in which a field source goes off" to 
inf in i ty without an accompanying anti-source, are exponentially damped. Infrared 
slavery and asymptotic freedom are similarly seen by scaling the momentum in 
(4.36); the effect of such scaling is to make the couphng constant large for small 
momenta and vice-versa. 
Bosonization may be understood by transferring the sources to currents instead 
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of fields. By a gauge transformation, we can always set >^ = 0. Now consider the 
following object: 
= [ Du^DueI'^"'=''^^'''^u, ^ i u \ 0 ] . ( 4 . 2 0 ) 
Inserting the path-integral expression ( 4 . 9 ) and performing the u,u^ integrations 
gives (wi th boundary conditions as before) 
^[^] = j D(f)D^^Dtpe-^''-^^+^^^^'^^'^''''\ ( 4 . 2 1 ) 
This is a functional whose argument couples to a local fermion current. Using 
( 4 . 5 ) the fermion integration yields 
* [ ^ ] = | D 0 e - ^ B - ^ / d M a ^ ) = 
= I /)0e-^-/''^'^(^'^)'-5^/'^'^(^'*^'^-2^^^+^F^^), ( 4 . 2 2 ) 
where (p = ecj) - and ^ = ca^^a J^ wi th JQ = 0, J i = i^^5{t). Hence ^ = 
i^^^{^5{t)) and performing the remaining integration, we find 
^ [ ^ ] = e - ^ / ' ' ^ « V = ^ ^ ? , ( 4 . 2 3 ) 
which is the vacuum W F of a free boson field of mass M. 
From this we can easily reproduce the standard correspondence between bosonic 
and fermionic operators. ( 4 . 2 1 ) implies that 
= | W D M e / ' ^ ' = ^ " ' T ° > V ^ ^ [ u , ^ e « ^ 0 ] . ( 4 . 2 4 ) 
5 4 
The fermion operators are represented as in (2.55) and (2.56). Now define 
^^,X] = j D(j)Dip^Dije-^^-^''+^'^^^'f'^'''''f'+^'f'^'f'\ (4.25) 
Performing the fermion integration we find J i = i^^5{t), as before, and JQ = 
l ( W ) ) + v / ^ | ( 0Fx(5(i) , so that ^ = i^l-mit)) -h ^ f {x5{t)). Thus 
^[^^^] = J dx{-\iV^W+mi-x^-\xdl{-d''+M^)-'i^x) (426) 
Hence 
W ' ^ [ e ] = ^ / - ^ [ e , x ] i x = o 
= y " W D ^ ^ e / ' ' ' ^ " * ^ ' > t ^ * [ w , > ^ e « ^ 0 ] . (4.27) 
I f we represent ^ as - i ^ then (4.24) and (4.27) imply that 
j D«t£)^xe/'^'^"^T°"V'7^i/i^[n, 0] 
= / W D u e / ^ ' = ^ " ' ^ ' " ^ e ^ " 5 , e ^ [ ^ z , ^ e ^ i ^ 0 ] . (4.28) 
J A / T T 2 
I t follows that 'ip^^^'ijj ~ ;^e^' '5i,^ on all physical states. This equivalence may be 
exploited in a number of ways; for example i t immediately allows us to identify the 
creation and annihilation operators of the theory 
a±(p) = {uj"'3,{v)/p T ^-"'3,{p)) , (4.29) 
where jo(p) and j^{p) are the Fourier transforms of jQ{x) = '^^{x)ip{x) and j5{x) = 
'0t(x)7^'0(a;) respectively. Also, in calculating physical expectation values 
( * i | 0 ( V ' , ^ ^ ) | * 2 ) (4.30) 
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the operator O can be represented in terms of equivalent bosonic operators; the 




where we have used (4.19). Now the bosonic operators corresponding to the chiral 
densities •0(1 ± 7^)'i/' are 
^ : e^'^^ : (4.32) 
(this can be verified in a similar way to the other bosonization formulae). The 
normal-ordering is perfomed wi th respect to the scale M, and 7 is the Euler constant. 
Thus tpe^^'^^tp corresponds to : cos{y/An^ + 9) : whose vacuum expectation value 
is easily ascertained f rom (4.23). We have as before 
{ip'>p)9 = ^ c o s 9 . (4.33) 
4.1.4 Solution from the Schrodinger equation 
A solution for the vacuum W F of the Schwinger model (on a circle) was given in 
[37], where i t was found by solving the Schrodinger equation. We now wish to show 
how a similar calculation can reproduce our result. Define 
JMix,y) = i;^{x)Mi^{y)e''^y^. (4.34) 
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Gauss' law implies that dxE{x) ~ ejo{x) on physical states, where jo = ip'^tp. By 
Fourier transforming, this in tu rn gives us 
j dxE^ix) - J dxdyjo{x)jo{y)V{x - y) + F \ (4.35) 
where F = / dxE and 
Thus the Hamiltonian acting on physical states can be writ ten as 
H = j dxdyjoix)jo{y)V{x - v) - ^ J dxYimdyJ^6{x, y) + F^. (4.37) 
Note that the fermion interaction is completely determined by Gauss' law. The F 
term is represented by ^ ^ j ^ ^ j and may be diagonalized by inserting a factor of 
^^s. jdxA jj^^Q ^YiQ WF's , ie. i t gives the vacuum angle. For the moment we wi l l take 
this to vanish, so that this term may be ignored. 
Substituting in (4.37) using (2.55) and (2.56) gives 
H = / d x < i ! , V ' ( x - ! / ) ( « t M ^ + ^ u W ) ( u t W ^ + ^ « ( y ) ) 
Gauge invariant WF's have the form (4.1). I f the distributions / " are taken to be 
translation invariant, then (4.1) is simultaneously a zero eigenstate of momentum. 
Inspired by the path integral calculation of the last section we make the Ansatz 
f''{xuyi,...,Xa,ya) 
a f a a 
= 2 n ^{^n - Vn) exp I J2 ' Vi) ' E ' ^o) + HVi " Vj)!' •^^) 
n=l [ i , j = l j>i=l 
where A ( x ) = ^V^. The equal-time limits of the free-fermion propagator are 
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| ( 1 ± 7^A) , and $ is the two-point function of the effective theory which results 
f rom integrating out the fermions . In a more general theory we would include higher 
n-point functions in (4.39), but there are no higher n-point functions in this case, 
as the effective theory is non-interacting. We take $ symmetric and $(0) = 0, so 
we can write 
^{x) = I dpC{p){l - cos{px)), (4.40) 
and we have only to determine C{p). Let us write 
= E - n / dxndynu\x,,)j'u{yn)e'^yr^ ^TixuVi, • • - M a ) . (4.41) 
a=0 n=l •' 
We w i l l interpret sums and products f rom 1 to 0 as 0 and 1 respectively. A n explicit 
computation, as in [37], gives 
r{xi,yi,...,Xa,ya) = V{xi,yi,... ,Xa,ya)r{xi,yu - • • ,Xa,ya) 
-i / dx\[mdyr'^\xi,yu ... ,Xa,ya,y,x) 
+i / dx\imdyJ2r'^\^i^yi^ - • •^^b,x,y,yb,--.,Xa,ya) 
^ 6=1 
- 2 E r" '(^l ,yu...,Mb,-.., Xa,yaW{Xb - J/fe), (4.42) 
6=1 
where ;^  denotes the omission of that argument, and we define 
a a 
V{x^,yu ...,Xa,ya)= E ' Vi) ' E [ ^ ( ^ ' " ^ j ) + ^^Vi ' % ) ] ' (4-43) 
ij=l j>i=l 
and V{x) = 2 (y(0) - V{x)). 
We wish to verify that * solves the Schrodinger equation 
m = Eo^. (4.44) 
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For a = 0 (4.44) reduces to 
Eo = - i j dxYixn {dy{/\{y - 2;)e*(^-^))} , (4.45) 
and gives us the divergent vacuum energy. For a = 1 we find 
EoA(a;i - yi) = V{xi - yi)/\{xi - yi) 
+z j dxA{xi - x)A{x - yi){^'{x - yi) - ^'{x - xi)) 
- i A ( x i - y i ) j dxhmdy [A{y - a;)e9(^ '^ '^ '^^ i)) , (4.46) 
where g{x, y, xi, yi) = $(?/ - a;) + ^{xi - x) ^ $(?/ - yi) - ^{y - xi) - <^{x - yi), 
and we have used / dxA{xi — x)A{x — X2) = S{xi — X2). Now by Taylor expanding 
a test function f{x) i t is clear that 
hmA{x)f{x) = V(0) + . . . 
limA'(a;)/(x) = ^ / " ( O ) + • • • (4.47) 
The ellipses represent potentially divergent terms which contribute to the vacuum 
energy but cancel in (4.46). Hence we have 
-i f dx l i m dy (A{y - x)e»(^ '2''^ i'^ )^) =EQ + ^ [ dx{^'{x - yi) - $'(x - x i ) f , 
(4.48) 
and 
^ 1 dx[^\x - yi) - $'(x - x{)f = j dpp'C{pf{l - cos(p(xi - 2/1))). (4.49) 
Now the identity 
j dxA{xi - x)A{x-yi)f{x) = S{xi - yi)f{xi) + A{xi - yi) x 
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J^<p)m{e-''^'-e~''n (4.50) 
corresponds in momentum space to the identity 
e{p)e{p + q) = l + e{p)e{q) - e{q)e{p + q) (4.51) 
(e is the step function). This implies that 
i j dxA{xi - x)A{x - y i ) ( $ ' ( x - yi) - ^'{x - x^)) 
= 2 A ( x i - y i ) I dp\p\Cip){l - cos(p(a;i - y i ) ) ) . (4.52) 
Thus (4.46) reduces to the quadratic equation 
2 e 
np-
^+2\p\C{p)-p'Cipf = 0, (4.53) 
and to get a normalizable W F we must take the appropriate root 
This reproduces the result (4.10). I t is straightforward to show that (4.44) is satisfied 
by this solution for all a > 1; using the identities (4.49) and (4.50) the a = n equation 
may be reduced to multiple copies of the a = 1 equation. 
4.2 T h e local expansion 
4.2.1 The Schrodinger functional 
We w i l l now describe how the result (4.10) can be reconstructed from a derivative 
expansion, whose terms are local expressions in the fields. This allows the techniques 
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of [4]-[7], which are generalizable to higher dimensions, to be used to provide an 
alternative solution of the theory. Naively, the presence of a mass gap in the theory 
should mean that all propagators are exponentially damped at large distances, so 
that the logarithm of (4.10) should reduce for slowly varying fields to a sum of local 
terms, ie. integrals over finite powers of the fields and their derivatives, evaluated 
at a single spatial point. Unfortunately, because of gauge-invariance (4.10) contains 
massless modes not appearing in the physical spectrum, and this simplification of the 
vacuum W F does not occur. This may be seen by noting the existence of screened 
large-distance configurations. 
We w i l l get around this problem by considering instead the Schrodinger func-
tional 
"Uriu, u, u^] = {u, u^e~^''\u, u^). (4.55) 
The vacuum functional is just the r —> oo l im i t of this object. We can also extract 
excited states by inserting a basis of energy eigenstates 
^'^[0,0, u, ~ E ^E[U, u^e-^\ (4.56) 
E 
For simplicity we w i l l only consider the case u = = 0. The parameter r , which 
corresponds to Euclidean time, acts as an inverse mass for all states of the theory— 
physical or otherwise. Provided we work wi th fields that vary slowly on the scale of 
r , the logarithm of * T has an expansion in positive powers of r , each term of which 
is itself a finite sum of local terms. As we w i l l see, the large r behaviour can be 
reconstructed f rom this expansion. 
We w i l l begin by finding the free fermion solution. The Schrodinger equation is 
-—% = H^r, (4.57) 
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where 
H ^ l l d'x{u^ + -^)h{u + ~ ) , h = ij'd,. (4.58) 
We also have the in i t i a l condition 
I f we put 
then (4.42) becomes 
^o = ( Q K M ^ ) ) = e / ' ' ^ ( " ' « " \ (4.59) 
^^^Jdx{u^rir)u)^ (4.60) 
r = - ^ ( i - r ) M i + r ) , (4.6i) 
w i t h r (0) = Q. This equation is solved by the ansatz 
r = (E + Q _ ) ( E - g _ ) - \ (4.62) 
and substitution into (4.61) gives E = ^E , E(0) = Q+, w i th the solution 
E = e-'^'"^^Q+. (4.63) 
Hence we obtain 
r = Q + 2Q_7 ' t a n h ( - i r 5 ^ ) g + , (4.64) 
which has a derivative expansion for small r , as promised. I t is also easy to find the 
(non-local) large-time l imi t : 
l im r (2 ; - t / ) = (5 + 2 ( 5 _ ^ 7 ' ^ ^ Q + , (4.65) 
T-^ oo n X — y 
which coincides w i t h the solution F = A~^C that we found before. 
Now consider the interacting theory. Substituting the result (4.42) into the time-
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dependent Schrodinger equation (4.57) gives 
-r{xi,yu.--,Xa,ya) = V{xi,yi,...,Xa,ya)r{xi,yi,...,Xa,ya) 
-i J dxlimdyr'^^{xi,yi,... ,Xa,ya,y,x) 
+^ / dxYundyY, r^^^uVu • • • ,^b,x,y,yb,. • • ,Xa,ya) 
a 
E P'^i^uVl, • • • , ^6, • • • , Xa, yaWiXb - yb) 
6=1 
-Eof''{xi,yu...,Xa,ya) (4.66) 
Here we have made H regular by subtracting the zero-point energy (4.45), ie. H -)• 
H - Eo; this may be achieved by normal-ordering. In order that we recover the 
solution (4.64) in the free-fermion l imi t e ^ 0, we use the Ansatz (4.39) wi th 
A{x - y) = i&VL\i{iTdx)5{x - y). The a = 0 part of (4.66) is of course tr ivial ; for 
a = 1 i t becomes 
0 = A(a;i - yi)dr^xi - yi) + V{xi - yi)A{xi - yi) 
+i J dxA{xi - x)A{x - ?/i)($'(x - yi) - ^'{x - xi)) 
-iA{x, - yi) jdxlimdy [A{y - 2;)e5(^'2''^''^'^) - EoA{xi - y{) (4.67) 
In obtaining this we used the identity 
A{xi-y,) = i ( l - tanh2(«r5))5 ' (x i - y i ) 
= i5'{xi - y i ) - i j dxA{xi - x)A'{x - yi). (4.68) 
Now for small x 
A{x) = —cosech — + 0 ( x ) , (4.69) 
r \ T I TTX 
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so that 
limA(a;)/(x) = V ( 0 ) + . • • 
l i m A ' ( x ) / ( x ) = ^ / " ( 0 ) + . . . (4.70) 
The elUpses have the same meaning as in (4.47). Hence as before 
-i I dxlimdy (A(y - a;)es(^ ''''^ i'^ >)) = Eo - J dpp^C{p,r)\l - cos(p(m - y j ) ) . 
(4.71) 
On the other hand, we find that 
11 dxA{xi - x)A{x - yi)($ ' (x - y^) - $'(x - xi)) -
2A{x, - yi) I dpcoth{Tp)pC{p,T){l - cos{p{xi - yi))l4.72) 
Thus (4.67) reduces to 
lU-2 
Cip, T) + 2pcoth(pr)C(p, r ) - p^C^ip, r ) + — = 0. (4.73) 
The initial condition (4.59) is satisfied if C{p, 0) = 0. For small r we can expand C 
as 
oo 
C=Y: c„r", (4.74) 
71 = 1 
and substituting into (4.73) leads to a recursion relation which is easily solved for 
the coefficients c„, which are polynomials in positive powers of p, divided by 1/p^. 
We note that (4.73) reduces to (4.53) for large r , so that we recover the vacuum 
functional, as expected. 
Just as for the vacuum functional, it is easily shown that the solution given by 
(4.73) satisfies (4.66) for all a. 
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4.2.2 Solution from a local Ansatz 
The Ansatz (4.39) is very useful in two dimensions, but it is not clear that it gener-
alizes in any way to higher dimensions. Thus we will now describe an Ansatz which 
does generalize. 
Provided we work with fields that vary slowly on the scale of r, A{x) = ta,nh.{idxT)6{x) 
can be expanded in derivatives of the delta function. It follows from (4.39) that the 
logarithm of has a local expansion (this should also be true in higher dimen-
sions). This allows us to write log^r in the form (4.1), where we take the / " to be 
local: 
ni,.. . ,n2a=0 
nx,,y,,...Ma) = / ^ . . . ^ 5 ( P l + . . .+P2a)r(pi, . . . ,P2a)(4.75) 






dxdy E a i t r V ( x ) 7 ' ( a > ( x ) ) t i t ( j / ) f ( a - u ( y ) ) + . . . (4.76) 
n,m,q=0 
where the coefficients aij,„ are obtained from the 6„ in the obvious way. This Ansatz 
can be inserted directly into the Schrodinger equation (4.66), which thus reduces 
to an infinite set of algebraic equations (a finite set for each order in r ) . We have 
explicitly verified for the first few terms the that the local expansion which results 
from solving the Schrodinger equation in this way is the same as that which is 
obtained by expanding the small-r solution found in the last section. 
Now the local expansion depended on expanding ^'^ in positive powers of r for 
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small r, but as described in the last chapter we can reconstruct the large r behaviour 
from a knowledge of the local expansion alone. I f we evaluate for scaled fields 
u{x/y/p) and u^{x/y/p) then it can be analytically continued to the complex p-
plane with the negative real axis removed. The proof of this is a straightforward 
generalization of the arguments of [4]-[7]. Then by using Cauchy's theorem, we can 
relate the value of the functional at p = 1 to the value at large p, where the fields 
are slowly varying, so that the r-expansion converges for large r . Specifically, we 
study the following integral: 
in Ic -^^"'^rHx/^,u\x/yrp)]. (4.77) 
If we take C to be a circle of sufficiently large radius we can evaluate this integral 
by inserting the local expansion of ^ ' t - for any value of r . Alternatively, we can 
collapse the contour around the point p = 1, and the negative real axis, the latter 
contribution being exponentially suppressed for large A. Thus we have successfully 
expressed for large r in terms of the local expansion. In practise we will wish to 
truncate the expansion at some order, in which case the truncation error is minimized 
by taking A to be large but finite [5, 7. 
The Ansatz (4.75) generalizes straightforwardly to higher dimensions, and could 
form the starting point for a numerical approach to (3+1) dimensional QCD. The 
main steps involved in implementing a numerical approach to higher dimensional 
QCD based on solving the Schrodinger equation for the local expansion are as 
follows. First, to obtain the generalization of (4.35) to non-Abelian fields; this 
is straightforward, and allows the Hamiltonian to be written in terms of gauge-
invariant currents. Second, to write down the local ansatz which generalizes (4.76). 
The local gauge-invariant terms which make up the local expansion are easily iden-
tified. Renormalization may be dealt with by adding counterterms familiar from 
perturbation theory. Or, we can consider supersymmetric theories in which they are 
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absent. Finally, after finding the action of the Hamiltonian on the terms of the local 
expansion, the solution of the Schrodinger equation proceeds as described above. 
4.3 The massive Schwinger model 
The gaussian nature of the massless Schwinger model makes it possible to find a 
path-integral solution, but when we give the electrons a non-zero mass, the model is 
no longer gaussian, and is not completely soluble by any known method. However, 
if we limit our attention to n-point interactions for any finite n, we can still solve 
the Schrodinger equation in much the same way as before. 
Throughout this section we take Q = j^. I t is obvious from the preceding 
sections how to generalize to other values of Q. The Hamiltonian becomes 
H = J dxdyjo{x)jo{y)V{x - y) - i j dx\imdyJj6{x,y) + m j dxlimJ^o{x,y), 
(4.78) 
and we have 
P± = I exp he Ha + <j>)}(l± S{x - y). (4.79) 
2 I Jy J \ vm^ - J 
We do not have a closed expression for the fermion determinant Dp, but we do have 
the following path-integral expression for the vacuum WF: 
'i'[u,u\A]= j D(f>expi^-^(/)d'^(l) + \nDF 





and up' = rr? — d"^. This can be formally solved to give the Ansatz 
°° 1 ° /• ie r A 
^u,u\A] = Y , - ; I [ dXndynu'^ixnhMyn)e''-'y r{xuyi,---,Xa,ya), (4. 
a=0 ^- n = l 
82) 
with 
r{xuyu...,Xa,ya) = H A{Xn ' yn) ^Xpl ^(^i ' Vi) 
n = l 
- E [$ (a ; . -x , ) + $(y , -%•) ] + ...I (4.83) 
The ellipsis represents non-factorizing contributions from higher n-point functions. 
Because of the combinatorics of the formal path integral solution, we can take these 
to be functions of X i , y i , . . . ,Xn,yn which are symmetric in all their arguments and 
vanish when any two arguments coincide. We will concentrate on the 2-point func-
tion. As before, we can write 
$(x) = j dpC{p){l - cos{ipx)). (4.84) 
The Schrodinger equation becomes 
Eor{xi,yi,...,Xa,ya) = V{xi,yi,...,Xa,ya)r{xi,yi,...,Xa,ya) 
- i / dx\\m{dy + m)f'''^\xi,yu...,Xa,ya,y,x) 
. a 
+1 / dx\im{dy + m ) Y , r^^i^uVu • • • ,Xb,x,y,yb, • • • ,Xa,ya) 
6=1 
a 
^ f^'^^uVu . . . J b j b , - - - , Xa, ya){d - m)6{xb - 1/( .^85) 
6=1 
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and for a = 0 reduces to 
Eo = - i l dx\im{{dy + m) (A(y - a;)e*(^-^))} (4.86) 
For a = 1 we find 
EoA{xy-y,) = V(x,-y,)A{x,-y,) 
+i I dxA{xi - x)A{x - yi){^'{x - y{) - ^'[x - x^)) 
~iA{xi - yi) Jdxhm{dy + m) [A{y ~ a;)e«(^'^'^>'^>))(4,87) 




A ( a ; ) - - ^ lnx + 0 ( l ) , (4.88) 
TTX TT 
l imA(x)/(a;) = V ( 0 ) + • - • 
l i m A ' ( x ) / ( x ) = ^ / " ( O ) - ^ / ' ( O ) + •. • (4.89) 
Again, the ellipses represent potentially divergent terms which contribute only to 
the vacuum energy. We have 
-i I dxYimdy (A(y - a;)e^(^'^'"''^»^) = Eo - J dpp^C{pf{l - e^^^^'-^')), (4.90) 
and (4.87) reduces to 
A * (p 'C') -h A * ( M V P ' ) + 2A(A * pC) = 0, (4.91) 
which may be solved by expanding C{p) in a suitable basis of functions (derivatives 
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of the Dirac delta function seem to provide a convenient choice). 
Now if we had included functions of four variables in the Ansatz (4.83) they would 
not have contributed to this equation, but they would be determined by the a = 2 
part of (4.85). Thus the solution of (4.91) gives an exact result for the quadratic 
term in the vacuum WF, as well as giving the two-point factorizable contributions to 
the higher terms. This is also sufficient to determine the exact two-point function, 
whose ultraviolet behaviour gives the chiral condensate. 
In a similar way, the 2n-point contributions can be obtained from the a = n part 
of the Schrddinger equation (4.85). 
4.4 Finite temperature 
A system at finite temperature may be represented by the density matrix 
p{<Pi,h) = j:PnM<l>i)KM, (4.92) 
n 
where ^ „ are a complete set of wave-functionals corresponding to energy eigenstates 
labelled by n, and p„ is the probability that the system is in the state n. For a system 
in thermal equilibrium at temperature T = the occupation probabilities are 
given by the Boltzmann distribution: 
The density matrix can also be interpreted as [44, 45] 
(<^i|e-^^|<^2), (4.94) 
which is just the Schrodinger functional with r = /?. Expectation values of operators 
O are given by 
{O) = tvpO = I D4>iD(i>2p{4>u (t>2)0{(t>u h)- (4.95) 
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Now as we saw, the two-point function, and hence the chiral condensate, is essentially 
determined by the function C{p). So we have all the information we require to study 
the condensate in the massive and finite temperature cases. 
For Nf > 1 this is known to exhibit a second-order phase transition at T = 0. 
This has been studied using bosonization techniques [46], but there remain unan-
swered questions [47]. Our results could be used to find exact expressions for the 
condensate, allowing it to be studied without relying on bosonization. 
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Chapter 5 
A d S / C F T in the Schrodinger 
representation 
5.1 Introduction 
Supergravity in the background of Anti-de-Sitter space has generated a lot of interest 
recently as the result of a conjecture by Maldacena [1] that N = 4 Super-Yang-Mills 
with an SU(N) gauge group is dual to Type IIB string theory on AdS^ x S^. More 
generally, string theory on AdS x M , for some compact manifold M , corresponds 
to a conformal field theory on the boundary of AdS. This sort of correspondence is 
extremely useful from a practical point of view, because it relates the strong-coupling 
regime of each theory to the weak-coupling regime of the other. But for precisely 
the same reason, it is hard to test, especially beyond the classical approximation. 
According Maldacena's conjecture, the large N limit of the gauge theory corre-
sponds to the low energy limit of string theory, which is supergravity. The leading 
order terms in a 1/N expansion are given by classical supergravity, and it is in this 
approximation that the conjecture has been most studied. But it seems natural 
to develop techniques which go beyond tree-level. For example, one-loop effects in 
supergravity correspond to next-to-leading order effects in the 1 / N expansion of the 
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gauge theory, and non-renormalization theorems protect certain one-loop quantities 
from higher-loop and stringy corrections. 
Our aim will be to understand the correpondence in the Schrodinger representa-
tion with a view to acheiving two aims—calculating loop-corrections and producing 
tests of Maldacena's conjecture. 
Because the perturbative expansions available in the bulk and boundary theo-
ries are valid in different domains, to test the conjecture we must find quantities 
which can be evaluated exactly at strong coupling in at least one of the theories. 
Such quantities are rare, but examples are given by certain global anomalies in the 
Yang-Mills theory. The theory is classically invariant under local scalings of the 
metric, but the quantum theory breaks this symmetry in a way which, thanks to 
the supersymmetry, can be computed exactly. 
On the supergravity side, this anomaly has a leading order term which arises 
from classical supergravity [12] and a 1/A^^  correction which is a one-loop eff"ect. 
The leading order term depends only on the graviton, but the one-loop calculation 
receives contributions from all of the Kaluza-Klein modes of supergravity, and thus 
provides a much more rigorous test. Furthermore, these modes also contribute diver-
gences which renormalize the cosmological and Newton's constants on the boundary; 
these divergences must cancel if the boundary theory is to be finite, and this provides 
additional tests. 
The one-loop effect which we calculate depends on the field-independent part of 
the partition function, and thus arises from the linearized action. But by including 
interaction terms in the Lagrangian we can use our technology to compute objects 
such as n-point functions at higher loops. We will illustrate a numerical approach 
to the resulting non-linear equations. 
The central object of study in the AdS/CFT correspondence is a functional 
integral for a quantum field theory in Anti de Sitter space expressed in terms 
of the boundary values of the field. Whilst this can be treated by the usual 
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semiclassical expansion i t may also be interpreted as the large time limit of the 
Schrodinger functional and so satisfies a functional Schrodinger equation. We will 
show how to obtain this large time behaviour from a short time expansion using 
analyticity, as we did for fields in flat space. 
In computing the Weyl anomalies of the boundary partition functions, we will 
find a discontnuous dependence on the particle mass, with non-zero values for pre-
cisely the values appearing in the Kaluza-Klein compactifications of supergravity. 
The coefficient of the anomaly increases with the Kaluza-Klein mass, so that large 
masses do not decouple, contrary to the usual case in field theory compactifications. 
For example, when the boundary of the AdS spacetime is two-dimensional the 
Virasoro central charges are non-zero, and take integer values, iV, when the mass of 
the scalar field is — 1 and when the mass of the fermion is iV-1 /2 . This implies 
that for generic values of the mass, the boundary CFTs for the scalar or fermi fields 
alone are non-unitary, since in a unitary theory a vanishing central charge implies 
an absence of quasi-primaries. 
When the boundary is four dimensional the conditions on the scalar and fermion 
masses for the conformal anomaly to be non-zero coincide with the mass spectra 
resulting from Kaluza-Klein compactification of supergravity on AdS^ x S^, and 
when it is six dimensional they coincide with the mass spectra resulting from Kaluza-
Klein compactification of supergravity on AdSj x 5^. 
In this chapter we will restrict our attention to fields of spin 0 and 1/2, and in 
the next chapter we will extend our results to fields of higher spin and sum them 
over all the individual supergravity multiplets so as to compare the overall result 
with the corresponding one in Yang-Mills. 
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5.2 The Schrodinger equation 
Following [2] we consider the Euclidean version of AdSa+i with coordinates {x'^} = 
{t,x^, ..,x^} and metric 
d^" = Z^L iid^n' = kdt' + • d^y (5.1) 
We will think of t, which is restricted to the range t > 0, as Euclidean time. The 
boundary, dM, consists of i?"^  at i = 0 conformally compactified to a sphere by 
adding a point corresponding to f = oo where the metric vanishes. For illustra-
tion consider a scalar field theory propagating on this space-time. We study the 
functional integral 
Z[^] = jv<t> e-' 1^1^^^ ,^ S ^ ] ^ j d'+'x ^ {g^^d,(l> + (5.2) 
where Vcf) is the volume element induced by the reparametrization invariant inner 
product on variations of 0, = J dtdx5(l)^/t'^'^^. We will need to regulate this 
by restricting t to the range T > t > T', so define 
^r,A^,^] = I V(f)e-^ ^, , „ • (5.3) 
J <t>{T) = 'P,<t>{T') = V 
Since the point corresponding to t = oo is part of DM we set (p = lim|x|^oo "^(x) as 
we take the limit of large r and small r ' to recover Z. This is usually described as 
a partition function, but it may also be interpreted in terms of the wave-functionals 
that represent states in the Schrodinger representation. First change variables from 
t,(j) to i = Int, ^ = (j)/t'^l'^ so that the volume element and kinetic term become 
the usual ones associated with the canonical quantization of 4>- Thus Z[ip\ is the 
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r ' 0, r oo limit of 
•^rA^. <p] - I V^e-''-'' = Z[4>f, 4>,] e-'» (5.4) 
where 
s = l[did^ I (^] + + fvcp • v<t> +1-' v{^t"') , Sb = - M ] - m 
IJ \\Ot J ^ j 4 
(5.5) 
and 0i are the value of ^ on the surfaces i = ii = In r and i = t2 = \nT' 
respectively. Now Z[4>f,4'i] can be interpreted as the Schrodinger functional, i.e. 
the matrix element of the time evolution operator between eigenstates of the field 
operator. 
Z[^f, ^i] = {^f\T exp(- r dt H{t)) I ) , (5-6) 
which satisfies the functional Schrodinger equation 
(5.7) 
with the initial condition that it tends to a the delta-functional 5[4>f — 4>i] as i\ 
approaches 2^- We can re-write this in terms of the boundary values of our original 
variables t, (f), i.e. r and (p 
(5.8) 
where Q = T^~'^, Q' = Q/T'^. S arises from the action of the Laplacian on Sb, 
formally 
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Clearly the coincident functional derivatives stand in need of regularization, so we in-
troduce a short-distance cut-off. By extending the fiat-space arguments of Symanzik 
3] we would expect that for a renormalizable field theory wave-function renormal-
ization and an appropriate choice of the dependence of £ on the cut-off would ensure 
the finiteness of the solution to (5.8) in the limit that the cut-off is removed. Since 
this can involve the use of counterterms associated with the boundaries we would 
expect that the renormalization constants may depend on r and r' . However in 
many applications the tree-level solution is sufficent for which these considerations 
are unnecessary. We will see later that £ contributes to the conformal anomaly. A 
similar argument yields the Schrodinger equation that gives the r ' dependence 
- — ^rA^, (^] = - - y dx f - 0 - ^ — -h O V(/^ • Vcp + fi' V{ip) - £/T'\ ^rA'f^ <^]> 
(5.10) 
Now just as in flat space the logarithm O('^T,T'['P, WT,T'['P, 'P], can be expanded 
in local terms. In the next section we will generalize our previous argument that 
the functional evaluated for scaled fields ( p ( x / y / p ) and ( p { x / y / p ) can be analytically 
continued to the complex p-plane with the negative real axis removed. Then as 
before Cauchy's theorem will allow us to relate rapidly varying fields (small p) to 
slowly varying ones (large p), and from this we can use the behaviour for small r to 
obtain that for large r , which is what is needed in the AdS/CFT correspondence. 
5.3 Analyticity of Schrodinger functional 
To demonstrate the analyticity of ^ r , T ' [<^, f ] we generalize to curved space the ar-
gument of chapter 3. We first make the dependence on ip, (p explicit by modifying 
a standard phase-space derivation of the functional integral representation of the 




where I I is the eigenvalue of the canonical momentum conjugate to 4>, ^ij = ij — ij-i 
and = 0/ and 0o = ^ / appears in this expression only in the zn„+i(^„+i 
term in the exponent, whereas 4>i appears in —iI{i4>Q, and terms proportional to 
5ii, which can be neglected as 5ti 0. So the contribution of and ^ / to (5.11) 
can be manifested by adding to the exponent i j dx{Iln+i^f — ^i^i) and taking 
= ^0 = 0- Thus and ^ / appear as sources coupled to 4> when we integrate 
out the momenta, Hj , so that we arrive at the functional integral 
j V4> exp ( - 5 + 1 dx [^f - Mit2))) exp l^j dxA{p, + ^J)) , (5.12) 
where the boundary condition on 4> is now that it should vanish at i = ii, i2. A is a 
regularization of 1/e which cancels certain divergences that arise in the evaluation 
of (5.12) whose origin is explained in [4]. I f we now interchange the roles of i and x^, 
and think of a;^  as Euclidean time and i,x'^, ..x^ as spatial coordinates then we can 
give an alternative interpretation of the functional integral (ignoring the A factor 
for the time being) as the vacuum expectation value 
(Or \T exp( 1 dx^ ^ iRi{x^)) \0r), (5.13) 
where | Or ) is the vacuum for the Hamiltonian, Hr, associated with the quantization 
surfaces of constant x^ and 12 < t < ti. Unlike the previous Hamiltonian which 
depended on i, this operator is independent of its associated 'time', x^. cpi is a 
compact notation for the sources, so that 
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ifiR^ix') = I dx^.dx" [4>f kh) - hkh)) (5.14) 
Expanding (5.13) in powers of the sources and using Hr to generate the x^-dependence 
of the operators Ri gives 
(Or \T exp (Idx^ fzRiix')) \0r) = 
E / dxi\ dxu..\ dx\\ d x } n ^ . ( 4 ) 
x{Or\K (0) e^<-^-<^ (0).. iUM e(-^-l) B,, (0) | ) (5.15) 
We have taken the eigenvalue of Hr belonging to | ) to be zero. Fourier trans-
forming the x^-dependence of the sources as ^i{x^) = / dk(pi{k) exY){—ikx^) enables 
the x^ integrals to be done yielding 
oo n " /• 
n 1 1 71 = 0 3 = 1 j = l 
><iOr\K(0) ^—ZTT (0).. (0) ^ . ( 0 ) I Or) (5.16) 
iir ^ ^ 1 '^j IKl 
Suppose that we had computed the Schrodinger functional for new sources obtained 
by scaling x^, (pi{x^/-s/p,x'^, ..x'''), with p real and positive. Then we would have 
obtained the same expression as (5.16) but multiplied by y/p and with the Hr in 
the denominators replaced by y/pHr. We took p to be real and positive, but we can 
use this expression to continue to the complex p-plane. Since the eigenvalues of Hr 
are real we conclude that the result is analytic in the whole plane with the negative 
real axis removed. This assumes that we work to finite order in the sources, and 
that the spectral decomposition of (5.16) as a sum over eigenvalues of Hr converges, 
as we should expect i f the Schrodinger functional is finite. The terms in A in (5.12) 
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do not affect this conclusion. By repeating the argument wi th interchanged 
w i t h each of the other coordinates in turn we conclude that for ^'•'(x) = ( p i ( x / ^ ) 
the Schrodinger functional Z [ ( ^ ^ , ^ f ] and consequently '^T,T'['P'',^^] are (to any finite 
order in the sources) analytic in p in the plane cut along the negative real axis. Since 
X —>• 'x./y/p, t —>• t / y / p is an isometry of (5.1) i t follows that 
^ r , r ' VP", = ^r/VP, r ' / J l ^ f . ^] (5.17) 
and we see that analyticity in p corresponds to the analyticity in time associated 
w i t h Wick rotation. Subject to the caveat that we work to finite order in the sources 
the logarithm '^T-,T'[^''•> ^^\^ '^T^T'VP-, is just a sum of products of terms appearing 
in (5.16) so i t too is analytic in the cut p-plane when i t is evaluated for the scaled 
sources. 
We can use (5.16) to jus t i fy a local expansion for Wry[(p,(p] wi th a non-zero 
radius of convergence. Since Hr is the Hamiltonian for a field theory on a finite 
'spatial' interval such that 4> vanishes at the ends there is a mass-gap of the order 
of 1/r for small r . When the momenta kj are sufficiently small on the scale of this 
mass-gap we can expand the denominators in the spectral decomposition of (5.16) in 
integer powers oij^k, except for the contribution of the vacuum, which is of the form 
1/ Yjk. The singular behaviour as A; —>^  0 must disappear when we take the logarithm 
to ensure cluster decomposition. We conclude that any term of finite order in the 
sources in Wr,T'['fi, has a local expansion for (p, ip that vary sufficiently slowly wi th 
X. This w i l l take the form Wr,r'[<f}, ^] = ! d'^x{a(p^ + b(p^ + c ( ^ V V + d(pV^V^ip..) 
w i t h a, b, c,.. depending on r , r ' . I f the Fourier transforms of the sources have 
bounded support then (p^, cp'' are slowly varying for large p. Since each term in the 
expansion of Wr^r' ['P'', ^'^] has a simple dependence on p, we have that for large p the 
functional W^r,r'[^^, (^1 = v^'^/c^'^x (a^^ ^ ^^ 2^ ^ c(/?VV/p + dipV^V^ip/p^... The 
powers of p are d/2 + integer so we conclude that the cut on the negative real axis 
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in ^^Wr^i'f'', (p'^] runs only a finite distance f rom the origin. 
We w i l l now exploit the analyticity to obtain the logarithm of the partition 
funct ion logZ[</?] = lim^_>oo,T'-^o W ^ T , T ' [ 0 ) f r o m the small r behaviour, which is 
computable f rom a power series solution of the Schrodinger equation. (We take (p = 
l imx^oo V = For simplicity we assume continuity in r ' at the origin, and consider 
Wr/^fi['f,<f]- In general there w i l l need to be some r-dependent renormalization 
in order that the l i m i t as r —>• oo exists, including wave-function renormalization, 
<Pren = \/Z{T)(P, this w i l l be the case even for free 'massive' fields at tree-level. Given 
that (/? is a scalar the isometry -> Xx^ implies that the functional takes the form 
[ rf'^x - ( a + l<p r { - T ' V ' ) <p + ^ S { - T ' V ' ) ip+\^ T ( - r 2 V^) ^ + (5.18) 
J T \ Z I J 
where the dots stand for terms of higher order in the fields of which the general term 
is of the fo rm 
- / o f ' ' x r ^ , „ ( r V i , . . , r V „ + ^ ) ^ ( x i ) . . ¥ ? ( x „ ) ( ^ ( x „ + i ) . . ( ^ ( x „ + „ ) _ (5.19) 
A t short times, or equivalently, for slowly varying fields, we have the local expansions 
OO CXD oo 
r = E(-^ 'v^)" ' ^ = ^ ^ " ( - ^ ' ^ 2 ) " ' T = E ( - ^ ' v^ r , (5.20) 
n=0 71=0 n=0 
wi th 6„, c„, / „ constants. Renormalizability would imply that 
- r V r [ T ( - r 2 v 2 ) + polynomial in V ] (5.21) 
T"'Z[T) L J 
is finite as r -> oo. Suppose that for large r the renormalization constant depends 
on T as Z{T) ~ r ^ ' then finiteness of the l imi t of (5.21) requires that for large r , 
T ( — r ^ V ^ ) ^ (—V^) '^ /^"* ' ' t ' , and our problem is to calculate v and q. The general 
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term in (5.19) should depend on r as r ^ , „ ( r V i , . . , r V „ + ^ ) ~ r ' '+("+'"^ ' 'F^,„(Vi, ••, V „ + ^ ) 
and we need to calculate Now our previous arguments imply that T ( l / p ) is 
analytic in the complex plane w i t h a finite cut extending f rom the origin along the 
negative real axis so we can evaluate the following integral 
in two ways. We take C to be a circle centred on the origin and large enough for us 
to be able to use the local expansions (5.20) to give 
00 ^ \ n 
= E V (5-23) 
n=0 
The integral may also be evaluated by collapsing the contour C onto the cut. Let 
this consist of a small circle about the origin, of radius 77, and two lines close to the 
negative real axis running f rom the circle to the end of the cut. The contribution 
f rom the latter is suppressed i f the real part of A is large and positive. That from 
the circle is controlled by the large time behaviour 
and for large A this is A' ' /^+^/r ( ( i -h 2g + 1). So, as the real part of A tends to +00 
we obtain 
enabling us to compute v and q f rom a knowledge of the local expansion alone. 
Now for positive real A, Z ) ^ o fn^"' is an alternating series wi th finite radius of 
convergence. By comparing terms wi th those of exp(—constantA) i t follows that 
this converges for all A and so we can take A large, even though this series is in 
positive powers of A. Furthermore, as we shall see in some examples below, we 
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obtain a good approximation to the large A l imi t by truncating the series at some 
order, and then taking A as large as is consistent wi th the truncation, i.e. so that 
the term of highest order in A is a small fraction of the sum. This generalizes in an 
obvious way to the other terms in (5.18). 
5.4 Free scalar field 
To illustrate the solution of the Schrodinger equation consider the free massless 
theory so F = 0 in (5.2); the action is 
1 r ( " \ 
S = - d'^xdt Q^{d^(l)Y (5.26) 
w i t h 0 = l / f ^ ' ^ . For this Gaussian functional integral only those terms shown 
explicitly in (5.18) are present. Substituting this into the Schrodinger equation (5.8) 
yields 
These, together w i th the in i t ia l condition, lead to the recursive solution of the coef-
ficients of the local expansions (5.20) 
bo = -d= -Co = /o, bi = - 1 / ( 2 + d) 
2n + d ' Yn ' 2n-d ' ^^'^^^ 
I f we were to take d to be an even positive integer the relations for the / „ would 
break down, thus keeping d variable regulates the solution for / „ . 
These relations are easily solved in terms of Bessel functions, as we wil l demon-
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strate explicit ly when we consider fermionic fields. But when interaction terms are 
included the situation is not so simple. To illustrate a tractable numerical method 
which works at any number of loops, we w i l l take a slightly different approach at 
this stage. 
These relations as they stand are ideally suited to numerical evaluation of the 




Figure 5.1: The truncated series as a function of A. 
We want to calculate v and q, which specify the two-point function. To illustrate 
the calculation take the example of d = 3. From (5.25) we have that for large 
A, / ( A ) = d(log(/(A))/c/(log(A)) —)• d/2 + q. Truncating the infinite series to its 
first N terms, SN{X), gives an approximation to this. In Figure 1 we have shown 
SN = d{\og{SN{X))/d{\og{X)) for = 50 and iV = 49. The two curves rapidly settle 
down to a value of approximately 1.5 for A > 50 but separate noticeably at A !^ 300 
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Figure 5.2: g as a function of d. 
estimate d/2 + q hy taking A = 290 where the separation between the two curves is 
about 0.5 X 10"^, which is much less than the error £ obtained by approximating the 
l im i t i ng value of / by its value for finite A. This gives d/2 + q ^ 55o(290) = 1.500017. 
The error is obtained by studying how /(A)/A' ' /^+^ settles down to a constant value. 
For small A the approach to a constant value is controlled by exponential terms that 
originate f rom the suppression of the contribution of the cut, but for larger A the 
error is dominated by power corrections to the small p behaviour of T ( l / p ) . A plot 
of (55o(A)/Ai-5 - 55O(290)/2901-^)A2-^ reveals oscillations of roughly equal amphtude 
approximately equal to 12, so that the error in approximating the A ^ oo value of 
/ ( A ) / A ' ' / 2 + 9 is of order 12/X^-^ leading to an estimate of the error <f = ± 2 x 10-^ So 
we conclude that q = 0 to the accuracy of our calculations. Having obtained q we 
can estimate v f rom the A = 290 value of 55or(2.5)/A^-^ as 0.999998 wi th an error 
of ± 1 0 " ^ . We have repeated the calculation of ^ for various values of d. The results 
are shown in Figure 2. We have plotted our estimate of q (multiplied by d^ to make 
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the results for large d visible) for d varying in steps of 0.025 f rom 0.05 to 10.5. The 
results are consistent w i t h q = 0, which is the exact result of [2]. By calculating a 
few values of v we guessed that its dependence on d is given by 
and we test this by plot t ing in Fig 3 our numerical estimates of v divided by the 
right hand side of (5.29) for the same range of d as before. From this, and q = 0 we 
conclude that the (/^-dependence of the AdS part i t ion function is given by 
log Z[ip] = ^lim ~ Jd'^xip v{d) ( - r ^ V^Y'^ (p (5.30) 
This is a non-local expression, even when d is an even integer, thanks to the singu-
lar i ty that then appears in v, since 
v(d)(-Wr^^5^(x-y)= ' , ^ ( c ^ - l ) ( d / 2 ) ! ( d / 2 - 3 / 2 ) P 
v[a)[ V ) M X y) | x _ y | 2 r f ' ^ 8 7r<'/2+i(d-2)! ^ ^ 
so that 
l o g Z M = H / « ^ x d V f ^ (5.32) 
as in [2 . 
The calculation of a in (5.27) requires the introduction of a regulator into the 
functional Laplacian of (5.8). We w i l l do this wi th a cut-off on the eigenvalues, k'^ 
of — V^ , restricting them to be less than l / ( r ^ s ) where s is the square of a fixed 
proper distance. Thus we replace S'^{yi) in (5.27) by 
e (sr'V' +1) S'^ix) = [ T ^ e ' " - ^ (5-33) 
where 6 is the step-function, giving 
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^) + ^ - (5.34) 
The continuum l imi t corresponds to taking s to zero. Unfortunately when we sub-
stitute our local expansion (5.20) and (5.28) into this we obtain a series that wi l l 
converge only for large values of s 
a{s) = (5.35) 
2ds'^ /2 ^ 0 s" (2n + d) 
where Vd/d is the volume of the unit ball in d-dimensions. However our previous 
arguments imply that a(s) is an analytic function of s in the complex s-plane cut 
along the negative real axis, so that i f a{s) ~ ao/s" for small s then for large A 
2Tri J 
ds 
a(s) = - ^ T — -
5 • 2dt^ {2n + d){n + d/2)\ 
(5.36) 
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Numerical investigation of this suggests that u = d + 1. The ultraviolet divergence 
of a can be cancelled by renormalizing the cosmological constant. But when we sum 
over all the supergravity fields we w i l l find that the relevant counterterm vanishes; 
this supports the conjecture that the boundary theory is A/" = 4 Yang-Mills, which 
is a finite theory. 
5.5 Massive scalar field 
The effect of adding a mass term to the action, V{(j)) = rr? (j)^ can be understood 
quite simply by a change of variables back to the massless action. I f we set (j) = t~^ip 
in the action 
S = - dt d'^x t'-" E (df.^? + r n ^ f , (5.37) 
i t becomes 
5 = - Tdt fd'^lt'-'-'"- E(a^V')' + t-'-'-^' (m^ - r ' - rd) 
- ^ 1 d''xrT-''-^'-iP^{T,x) (5.38) 
so that i f we take r{r + d) = rn^ we are left wi th a boundary term plus the massless 
action (5.26) w i th 0 = l/t'^'^'^^~^ = l/t^, (The inner product on variations of 4>, 
f rom which we can construct the functional integral volume element Dtp, is H^V'IP = 
/ dtdxSip'^/tP'^'^.) Consequently i f we express T^T-^of^, in terms of ip i t takes the 
fo rm corresponding to (5.18) 
[d^'x-fa+liP ( r ( - r 2 V ' ) - r ) ^ + E{-T^V^) -iP + U T{-T^V^) ^ ] (5.39) 
J T \ 2 ^ ' 2 / 
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where, as before P, E and T have the local/short-time expansions (5.20) wi th solu-
tions (5.28) leading to 
log Z[^] = J im ^ / d'x^v{p + 1) ( ( - r ^ v2)(^+^)/2 - r ) V (5.40) 
A non-trivial l imi t occurs for positive p + 1, which means that r is the larger root 
of r ( r - I - d) = m^, giving 
. c g Z M = ^ / d - x ^ y ^ ( ^ I | ^ (5.41) 
since d+p+1 = 2{d + r), agreeing wi th [2]. Taking this l im i t required wave-function 
renormalization of (p w i th Z{T) = T^. 
Having obtained ^'T,O[<^, <P] we can find ^ r , r ' [ ' ^ ) V'] using the self-reproducing prop-
erty of the Schrodinger functional, 
*r,0[<^,</'] = / r>(p*r,r'[^,<p]^r',0[<^,</']- (5.42) 
I f we denote the logarithm of ^fT-,T' <p] by 
J d'^X (ttry + ^<P Try 'P + <P Hr,r ' V> + '^T,r' <p) (5-43) 
then computing the Gaussian integral leads to 
Tr ,0 = Tr',0 — {'^T,T' + ^T'fi)'^'^^, Q 
r . ,0 = r , , , , - ( T , y + rr',o)-'Elr' (5-44) 
hence 
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r . y = r,,o + (T,,,o - T,,o)-^ El, (5.45) 
So, in terms of F, E and T 
= r ' - (^+i ) ( ( T ( - r ' 2 v 2 ) - { r ' / r r ' T i - r ' V ' ) ) - ' E{-r"vr - r{-r"V')) 
Sr,r ' = ( r r ' ) - ( ^ + i ) ( T - ( ^ + i ) T ( - r 2 v 2 ) - r ' - ( P + i ) T ( - r ' 2 v 2 ) ) " ' ^ ( - r ^ V ^ ) H ( - r ' 2 V ^ ) 
Tr , . ' = ^-^"^'^ ( r ( - r ^ V ^ ) + ( ( r / r ' ) ' ' + ^ T ( - r ' ^ V ^ ) - T{~r'V'))~'Ei-r'vrpAG) 
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5.6 Confermal anomaly for scalar fields 
So far we have worked wi th a flat boundary metric. To discuss the conformal 
anomaly i t w i l l be necessary to generalize to a curved boundary. Let us make the 
Ansatz 
o^o = l A ' , 5io = 0, p i , - - e^W^, , (x ) , (5.47) 
w i t h Qij the metric on the boundary. Then the Einstein equations in the bulk imply 
that 
= - SR^'^- (^ ^^«) 
They also imply that the boundary metric is Einstein 
R,j = g^jR/d (5.49) 
When we use the metric (5.47), the transformation back to canonical variables in 
(5.5) leads to terms in powers of Rt'^. The first of these w i l l modify the boundary 
Laplacian (in fact we end up w i t h the conformal operator - V - l - i ? / 6 ) , and the others, 
of higher order in t'^, w i l l have no effect on the anomaly, which we wi l l express in 
terms of the small-t l i m i t . But in any case, for the purposes of this thesis we wi l l 
restrict our attention to Ricci-flat boundaries, for which (5.47) reduces to 
ds"^ = ^ + E 9iJ ) • (5-50) 
where i,j = l..d and gij is the Ricci-fiat boundary metric. 
The conformal anomaly measures the response of the free energy, which is the 
field independent part of log Z, to a Weyl transformation of Qij. When the boundary 
is two-dimensional the free energy should change by / d'^x y/gRc6p/{A8n) = c5p/6 
when Sgij = g^j 6p where R is the curvature of the boundary and c the central charge 
of the Virasoro algebra. More generally there w i l l be a conformal anomaly when the 
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boundary has an even number of dimensions, 2A^ say. We w i l l continue to keep d a 
continuous variable allowing i t to tend to 2A'' at the end of our calculations. Now 
logZ[</?] = limT-_>oo,T'^o W^T.r'lO) so we need to compute VFT-^T-'[0, in the presence 
of the curved metric gij, which we can s t i l l do using our previous technique. I t wi l l be 
sufficent to find the free energy f rom a derivative expansion. In this section we con-
sider the scalar field. We w i l l discuss a free massive theory, because at one-loop the 
calculation is the same as for an interacting scalar theory. The Schrodinger equation 
takes the same form as before, (5.8), provided that and fi' acquire a factor of 
i / d e t g and that V is the covariant derivative constructed f rom Qij, and the solution 
is again of the fo rm (5.18), but w i th a no longer constant, but depending on gij and 
T. I f we set gij = Sij + hij{x), and treat hij as a source in the same way that we 
treated (p and (p as sources, we can generalize our earlier discussion to argue that 
WT,T'['f^,^'^,gij] is analytic in the cut p-plane, where 5 f j ( x ) = gij{x/y/p). Again, 
this allows us to reconstruct the large r solution of the Schrodinger equation from 
the small r solution for which we have the local expansion (5.20). By using 
the Schrodinger functional can be made invariant under reparametrizations of the 
space-like variables, giving 
Wr,r'[(p'', ip", pfj] = WrAV^ ^> P9ij] = /^,r'/^[<fi, <P, 9ij], (5.51) 
which firstly shows that the functional evaluated for the scaled fields is the same 
as the Weyl transformed functional, and secondly that this transformation can be 
absorbed into a rescaling of r and r ' . This implies that Wry[(p, (p] is analytic in the 
complex r-plane cut along the negative real axis. In particular, since the part that 
is quadratic in (p is T^'^ J d'^x(pT{—T'^V'^)(p, i t follows that r ( — ( r ^ / p ) V ^ ) is analytic 
in the cut p-plane. This allows us to express r ( — r ^ / V ^ ) for arbitrary r in terms of 
the local expansion (5.20) 
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^ ^ r dp e^^P-^^ 
l i m 
A->oo 
since the large contour, C, on which we can use the local expansion, (5.20), can be 
collapsed to a contribution f rom the cut, which is suppressed for large positive A and 
the pole at p = 1 which gives us the left hand side. Expanding the denominators in 
powers o i l / p gives, for example 
^ ^ -^>°°„7^ o (n - l ) ! r ! (n + r ) ^ ' 
The free energy is the r —>• oo, r ' —> 0 l im i t of F [ r ' , y y ] = / d ^ x a r , T > . A Weyl 
scaling of g^j can be compensated by scaling r , and r ' so when 5gij = g^j 5p the 
change in F is 
F satisfies equations similar to regulated versions of (5.27) (even i f we include 
interactions), that follow f rom the Schrodinger equations (5.8) and (5.10). I f we use 
the same regulator as before, cutt ing off the large eigenvalues of V^, then 
a F 1 
dr 
^ j d'x ( r^+^r , , , - + ^ ) e {sr'V' + l ) ^'^(x - y)U=y. (5.55) 
and 
• ^ = ^ 1 d'x ( r ' ^ + ^ T . , , - ^ ) 9 [sr-V' + l ) 6'{x - y ) U . , . (5.56) 
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I f we represent the step function by 
0{x) = ^ . f ^e^y^, (5.57) 
2771 Jc V 
wi th C a contour running just below the real axis, and i f / is some function of - V ^ 
then 
^ ^ 2771Jc y \ST^ dy J 
(5.58) 
Now e'*^ ^ 5'^{x — y) = H{t, x, y ) satisfies the finite-dimensional Schrodinger equation 
i—H = -V^H, H{0,x,y) = 6''{x-y). (5.59) 
A t coincident argument H has the small z expansion in powers of derivatives of gij 
/a °° 
The an(x) are scalars made out of the metric and its derivatives at x, and ao(x) = 1. 
Thus we can express (5.58) as 
£ 77^2 ( I W -'"1 ^ - I f f i^yr'^' (5-61) ^ (47r2)'^/2 \J ^ J 27VZ Jc y \ST^ dyJ 
Only a finite number of the contribute. For the case of a two-dimensional bound-
ary these are just OQ = 1 and a i = iR/6, and the conformal anomaly is proportional 
to a i . When the boundary has 2A'^  dimensions the conformal anomaly is propor-
tional to a^. I f we assume that / has a series expansion, f { x ) = J^fn^^ then we 
can compute the relevant integral in (5.61) as 
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2m Jc y ^ [ s r ^ d y j ^'^^ 
N-d/2 
V f sm{nd/2) ( - 1 ) ^ + ^ (iV - d /2 ) ! 
V STV •K{N-d/2-n) 
s in(7rd /2) ( - 1 ) ^ (A^ - d / 2 ) ! - T ds's'"''-"'' f ( - ^ ] (5.62) 
where we have taken N < d/2. I f / has a finite l imi t , /nm, as d I 2N then, for d 
close to 2A'' this becomes 
{d/2 - N ) ds' s'^-i-<^/2 / ( ^ - _ ! _ ) 
which tends to / l im(O) as d I 2N. Put t ing all this together we obtain the conformal 
anomaly as the large r small r ' l imi t of 
SF = J-^{p + l + t - f ) I d'x^ga^ix) (5.64) 
where 
f = hm ( l i m (r(-r^O + { ( r / r ' ) ^ - ^ ^ T ( - r ' ^ 0 - T ( - r^O}"' ^(-r'O')) , 
t = l i m ( l i m ( { T ( - r ' ^ 0 - (r' /r)^+^T(-r^O}"' ^{-r"0' " r ( - r ' ^ a ) ) 5 ) 
From the series expansions (5.28) we see that f = bo = —{p+1) and for generic 
values of p we have T = 0. The order of the l imits is important since when p 
approaches an odd integer as d | 2A'' the coefficient JN diverges so that for ^ ^ 0 
there is a suppression of { T ( - r ' ^ ^ ) - {T'/Ty'^^T{-T'^^)}~^ thus T = - f which is 
just —bo- Since p+1 = Vd? + 4m^ = 2\/N'^ + m? we have that when \/N'^ + m? is 
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an integer, iV, the conformal anomaly is 
otherwise it vanishes. In particular for d = 2 we have that the central charge of 
the Virasoro algebra, c, equals TV when m = — 1 and vanishes otherwise. For 
d = 4 
= Id'x^a^i^) N (5.67) 
or zero, where 
^^ = ^{^i^^^'''')- (5-68) 
Our conventions for the curvature tensors are as in [14], i.e. R^^i = ^/Fj^ - .., 
Rij = R\f.j and • = p^-'VjVj. The mass condition = N'^ — N'^, corresponds to 
the mass spectrum of the scalar fields of supergravity compactified on AdS^ x 5^, 
26], for d = 2N = A, and on AdSj x for d = 2A^ = 6, [27]. Note that for 
D = 2 ^ > 4 there are negative values of w? with non-vanishing conformal anomaly, 
these also appear in the Kaluza-Klein compactifications, and are known to be stable. 
5.6.1 Generic boundary conditions 
Now our calculation assumed Dirichlet boundary conditions (we chose to diagonalize 
(j) on the boundary), but we could equally well have chosen Neumann conditions, or 
in general a combination of both, diagonalizing (j) — acf) for an arbitrary constant a. 
Does this affect the value of the anomaly? We can quite easily check by per-
forming a functional Fourier transformation on the boundary which modifies the 
boundary conditions to the more general ones. We start with our existing WF 
l o g ^ = | / c i ' ^ x ( ^ r ^ + 2(^ H(/. + 0T</>), (5.69) 
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and integrate over <]) after adding an additional boundary term 
£)0^e~2 J 73+2F^  . (5.70) 
This modifies the free energy by F —> F + F where 
= det (r"^+2r^ _ ^ 5^ 7^ ^ 
and under a Weyl scaling this changes as 
dr' T'd+2ry _ Q, 
For generic values of the scalar field mass this tends to zero. But for the special 
cases where the anomaly is non-zero, we have 7-"'+ '^"T ~ d+2r-t-^^2r+2(~'^^^^)"^- • • 
and (5.72) becomes 
^\d+2r-a){d + 2r + 2)-T^V^' 
which has a r-independent contribution tr(—2) for the specific value a = d + 2r, and 
thus gives a mass-independent contribution to the Weyl anomaly. In the generic case 
the anomaly is unchanged. When we sum the anomaly over supergravity multiplets, 
we will find that we need to choose the generic case for the AdS/CFT correspondence 
to work. 
5.7 Free fermion field 
We can extend everything we have done so far to fermions, using the representation 
described in chapter 2. We will give analytic results in this case, since we can always 
arrange for interactions to be quadratic in fermion fields. To begin with we choose 
Q = ±7^^, but again, we will consider generic boundary conditions later. 
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Imposing the constraints 
Q _ M = v)Q^ = 0, (5.74) 
and 
Q+v = v^Q_ = 0, (5.75) 
will cause a Dirac fermion in the AdS theory to become a chiral fermion in the 
boundary theory. This is in agreement with the findings of other authors, for exam-
ple in [18 . 
Consider the AdS metric (5.1). With the choice of vielbein 
el = t - X , (5.76) 
the Euclidean action is given by^ 
S = I d''^'x^i^{tj •D-m)i) = j d'^+^xt-'^i){^ • ^ ~ ~ 7^"^' 
since according to (5.1), ^/g = and the spin covariant derivative is = 
5^ — |Eo^. Changing variables to (j) = •^nd (j)^ = f'^/'^ij)^ the action becomes 
5 j d'+'x^ij • d - j)cf>, (5.78) 
and for m = 0 it coincides with the flat-space action. As in the bosonic case, if we 
also put t = I n i , the volume element in the corresponding path-integral becomes 
the usual flat-space one induced by \\S4>\\'^ = Jdidx6(l)^5(p, and the action becomes 
the flat-space one even for m ^ 0. Thus we can make use of the representation of 
chapter 2 for (p and (p^. The integrands in (2.48) and (2.61) do not aquire a factor 
^Gamma matrices obey {7',7^} = 26^^ throughout this section. 
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from the metric, as this has been absorbed into the definition of the fields. 
The partition function is again given by the r ' ^ 0, r ^ oo limit of the 
Schrodinger functional, with u = = lim|x|-^oo ""(x) = lim|x|->oo'^^(x) — 0. In 
path-integral form the Schrodinger functional is 
= j V(/)V(f)^e-^-^^ (5.79) 
where the boundary term is 
5 B = ^ d'^x {(l>^Q-(f> - V2(f>^Q-v + V2v^Q+(l>) 
- I d'^x U^Q+(t> - V2(j)^Q+u + V2u^Q^(j)) . (5.80) 
If 0 and 0^  are integrated over freely then we can shift them by solutions to the 
classical equations of motion. Choosing these solutions to satisfy the boundary 
conditions corresponding to (2.55) and (2.56) 
t = T' : Q_(j) = -\f2Q_v, (P^Q+ = -V2v^Q+ 
t = T: Q+(f> = V2u, <P^Q- = V2u^Q_ (5.81) 
causes the action to separate into a piece depending only on the integration variables 
and a piece depending only on the classical solution. Our boundary term SB is thus 
determined by the conditions (2.55) and (2.56). Note that the classical action does 
not vanish, and there is therefore no need to add any additional boundary term 
with undetermined coeflScients, as in [18]. (Other authors have discussed boundary 
terms for fermions [19]-[20]). 




d'x{u^ + l^)h{u + ^ ) , h = ( / y a , - ^ ) . (5.83) 
Now the logarithm of the partition function is obtained as limT-_>oo M^T,O[0, 0, v, v"^], 
where W ,^o[f^) '^i '^^] = log ^ T , O [ W , ^^^ v, may be expanded in analogy with (5.18) 
as 
I d'^x { / + v)T(T^Q-f'di)u + v}~{T^ol'di)v + t ; m ( r 7 o f 5i)« + v^T{T^Q^'di)v} . 
(5.84) 
Substituting (5.84) into (5.82) gives 
r = - i ( i - r ) / i ( i + r ) 
E = -\{l-T)hE 
i i = i n / i ( i + r ) 
m = T(0) - Q 
H(0) ~ -2(5_ 
n(o) ~ 2Q+ 
(5.85) 
where the initial conditions are read off from (2.61). We will find that E(0) and 11(0) 
diverge as a result of the ill-defined nature of lim,—j.o SQ ^dt, but that lim7-_>7-/ '^T,T' 
is well-defined and given by (2.61) for all r ' 7^  0. 
As may be verified by direct substitution, the equation for F is solved by 
F = ( E - g _ ) ( E + g _ ) - \ (5.86) 
with E satisfying the Dirac equation E -|- /lE = 0. Making the ansatz 
(5.87) 
n=0 
leads (for the specific choice Q = 7°) to the recurrence relation a„ = 
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The boundary condition is satisfied if CQ = 1 and m > 0, and we can explicitly sum 
the series in terms of Bessel functions. In momentum space 
/VT\ V2-m 
E = r{l/2 + m)(P^j {Im-1/2{PT) + PIm^,/2{pr))Q, 
= {E + 0)Q+. (5.88) 
Here P ^ '^^ " '^P; the operators ^(1 ± P) project onto -|-ve/-ve eigenvalues of the 
massless flat-space hamiltonian j^Ydi. Substituting back into (5.86) we find that 
r = Q + 2Q_0E-^ 
= Q + 2 Q _ P ^ ^ ^ ± ^ 4 - (5-89) 
Im-l/2{pr) 
Next, as may again be verified by substitution, the equation for IT has the solution 
n = 2Q+(E + Q_) - i 
= 2Q+E-\ (5.90) 
which gives the expected divergent behaviour at r = 0. 
Now consider the equation for E. We can rewrite T in the following way: 
r = - ( E + Q+)-^(S - Q+) where 
i: = Q+{E-0). (5.91) 
which satisfies E — E/i = 0. This enables us to find the solution 
H = - 2 ( E + Q_) - iQ-
= -2Q_E-\ (5.92) 
Finally, to solve the equation for T we put T = URE + Q where R satisfies 
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{R, Q} = 0. Substituting into (5.85) gives 
n {2R - (1 + 4R0E-')j'Yd,) E = 0. (5.93) 
Now define O, E such that 0 - ^ 0 , E ^ E a s m - ^ -m. The correponding 
expansion coefficients a„ are divergent as m — 1/2 approaches an integer, so we 
keep m variable, allowing it to approach such values within convergent expressions. 
This is the analogue of keeping d variable in the scalar case. The necessity for such 
regularization is due to our working in momentum space, rather than configuration 
space. Using the identity EE — 00 = 1, we find that R = —\0E, so that 
T = Q + 2Q+dE-^ 
= Q + 2CQ+Pp''-y-"'^^^l (5.94) 
Jm-l/2{pr) 
where C ='^~'^"^^^mli/2)f • This is nonlocal even when m = n -h 1/2 for some integer 
n causing the Bessel functions to cancel because then C diverges and we have a 
similar situation to that which we encountered in the bosonic case. 
The large r behaviour of T is easily found: 
^lim T = 2CQ+P/ '" . (5.95) 
Fourier transforming, we find that the partition function is given by 
\ogZ[v,v^ = Id'xdVix) (KJ\ ^^^""'11^,] v{y), (5.96) 
where K = ~-^~^j^072- Here we have imposed the constraints (5.74). This is 
the correct two-point function for a quasi-primary fermion field of scaling dimension 
d/2 -F m. 
Now all this assumed that m > 0; but if m < 0 the above argument holds with 
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m replaced by —m provided we take Q — —7°. Thus we conclude that the scaling 
dimension is d/2 + \m\ in general. 
An incidental point of interest is the relationship of our solution of the Schrodinger 
equation to the classical field configuration (f) to which it corresponds. This is not 
quite the same as the solution S to the Dirac equation which we found, because the 
latter is divergent as r —> 00. However, defining E by E —>• S as m —> —m, we 
find that PE also solves the Dirac equation. Taking a suitable linear combination 
of these two solutions (and allowing them to operate on the boundary value v) we 
can construct a unique field configuration which satisfies the appropriate boundary 
conditions and is finite as r —)• 00. By Fourier transforming this configuration, we 
found that it coincides exactly with that given in [18] (when we change back to the 
variables in the original action). 
Now that we have found "^r.o, we can construct "i/ry from the self-reproducing 
property. -The inner-product of wave-functionals follows from (2.63): 
(1|2) = J DuDu^DvDv^l\u,u^){u,u^\v,v^){v,v^2) 
= j DuDu^DvDv\l\u,v)){v,v^\2)e^''^''-^''^\ (5.97) 
I t is important to note that we integrate over the constrained fields, (5.74), which 
reflect the true functional dependence of the wave-functionals. This allows us to 
drop the (Q-dependence from F, etc. so we write the logarithm of ^r,r' as 
j d''x I fr,T' + U^TryU + U^EryV - V^Er^U + V^Tr,T'v] , (5.98) 
and we have r.,,o = 20E-\ Er,o = -2E-\ and T^ _o = 2dE-\ Note that n ,^o = 




F.,0 = F. , , , + E ^ , , , T ; > - 4E? , , ,T-? , (4T;> + F, , o)-^ 
T,,o = T,,,o + E ^ , o ( 4 T - ^ , + F , , o ) - ' (5.100) 
and hence 
rr,r' = -4 (E2 ,o(T , , ,o -T , ,o ) -^+r . . ,o ) - ' 
Er,T' = •^'^r'fi^rfiC^T'fi " ^ r f i y ^ ' ^ r y 
Try = r,,o - Je?, oH?,o(T.',o - T,,o)-^T,,., - (T,, o - T.,o)-^S?,o.(5.101) 
From this we can check that as r -> r ' 7^  0 the Schrodinger functional '^ry reduces 
to {u,u^v,v^) as it should. 
5.8 Conformal anomaly for fermions 
We can calculate the conformal anomaly for fermions in the same way as we did for 
scalar fields. Working with the metric (5.50) the Schrodinger equation is unchanged, 
except that derivatives become covariant with respect to g and the Hamiltonian 
density aquires a factor of ^/g. We need to introduce a UV regulator, which we 
would like to write in terms of a heat-kernel expansion, so it is convenient to re-
express everything in terms of positive definite operators. Hence, for example, we 
rewrite the solution (5.89) as 
00 
F ( r 7 « f V,) =Q + 2Q_T7VV. E dnir'D')\ (5.102) 
for some appropriate coefficients c?„. We have defined D = 7°7'Vj). 
As before, a Weyl transformation may be implemented by scaling r, so when 
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^9ij = 9ij^P the free energy changes by 
The Schrodinger equations yield equations for F corresponding to regulated ver-
sions of (5.85) 
= ^ t r {h{l + Q + Q-rry)9{l - ST^DVi^ - y)|x=y) , (5.104) 
and 
1^ - ^ t r [h{l + Q + Q+T,,,0^(1 - ST'^D^)5\I, - y)U=y) . (5.105) 
Representing the step function by (5.57), we have 
^(1 - ST^D^)5\-^ _ y) 1 = J _ ^ \iye-^y^^'i^'5\-^ _ y) i , (5.106) 
where e~'^-"'(5''(x - y) 1 = H{z,x,y) satisfies 
i—H = D^H, H{0, X , y) = S^ix - y) 1, (5.107) 
and has the small z expansion 
/g 00 
(5.108) 
Thus a general function g{D^) satisfies 
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where only terms up to n = A'' contribute when d — 2N. The conformal anomaly is 
again proportional to 0,^; in the limit r oo, r ' 0 the other terms arising from 
(5.104) and (5.105) either vanish or reproduce ultraviolet divergences associated with 
the renormalization of the cosmological constant etc. Using the same argument as 
in the scalar case, the term proportional to is 
For generic values of the mass m the conformal anomaly can be computed from 
expansions of Tr,T' and T .^^ ,-' in powers of D. These expansions both begin with 
terms of order D. Using these in (5.104) and (5.105) gives vanishing contributions 
to the anomaly. There are also contributions from trhQ which cancel between (5.104) 
and (5.105). So for generic values of the mass the conformal anomaly is zero. But 
due to the divergent nature of T,-^ o as 2|m| —>• 2N — 1 for any positive integer N, we 
have Tr,T' —4T~}Q, and this has a leading order term proportional to 1/D which 
combines with the D in h to give a finite contribution as -> 0. We conclude that 
the conformal anomaly is zero unless 2\m\ is an odd integer 2iV — 1. For a four-
dimensional boundary these are precisely the values appearing in the mass spectrum 
of Supergravity compactified on AdS^ x [26], and for a six-dimensional boundary 
they coincide with the mass spectrum of Supergravity compactified on AdSj x 5^ 
27]. For these special mass values we have 
5F = - S p N j ^ t v I d^^'x^Q.aN. (5.111) 
For d = 2 and r —> oo the anomaly is proportional to a\ — —iRl/12, so for a 
fermion with a spinor components, 
5F=^j d^x^RNa, (5.112) 
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from which we identify the central charge as iV. 
For d = 4 we have 
^ ^ = ^ 1 d'x^tvd2{x)N, (5.113) 
where^ 
tra2 = ^ ( - ^ i ? . , . ^ P ^ ^ ^ ' ) . (5.114) 
5.8.1 Generic boundary conditions 
We want to transfer this result to the case of more general boundary conditions 
where we diagonalize Q+ip and ip^Q-. Again we start with the existing WF 
log ^ = J d'^x {y)Tu + 2v)Ev + v^liu + v^Tv) , (5.115) 
and perform an additional integration over the boundary: 
j DuDu^DvDv^^[u, u\ u, v)]{v, v^\w, u;t)e2.t«-2it„^ ^^  ^^^^ 
where w^) satisfies 
Q_{ip - w)\w, w^) = - w^)Q+\w, w^) = 0. (5.117) 
Since we are only interested in the free energy, we can set = 0, in which case we 
have (cf. (2.68)) 
(^;,?;^|0,0) = (g | f ie" '^" '^" , (5.118) 
and recall A = C = [Q-,Q+]. 
Now Q = ± 7 ° is in odd dimensions the unique choice without zero modes. 
^For (5 = 7° the result appears to be chiral. But a careful treatment of the zero modes 
which we have neglected shows that the actual result is as given. 
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All Q ^ ± 7 ° (remember = 1) satisfy {Q, Q} = 0^ Thus we find A'^C = 
Q + Q+2QQ-, and the integrations in (5.116) produce the additional determinants 
detQ+AQ^ detQ_{A-^ + Q)Q+ = detQ+{l + 2AQ)Q+ = e-^^, (5.119) 
where T = Q + Q+AQ-. The contribution to the Weyl anomaly is given by 
r ' — 2 F = tr (|(3+(4D - ADA + ^A)M{1 + AM)-'Q+) , (5.120) 
where M = 2Q-QQ+. For generic values of the mass A ~ and (5.120) does 
not contribute to the anomaly. But for the special values 2m -I-1 = iV for which we 
found the Weyl anomaly to be non-zero, we have A ~ —(2m + 1)T{—T'D)~^, and 
(5.120) produces a mass-independent contribution proportional to trQ^., which has 
the effect of shifting the coefficient of the anomaly from N to N — 1/2 = m. 
Thus we conclude that in the special case (5 = 7° the anomaly is proportional 
to N, as in (5.111), but in the generic case, it is given in d = 2N dimensions by 
5F = -5p{N - l / 2 ) - i - ^ t r / d ' ^ ' x ^ Q ^ a r , . (5.121) 
We will discover that it is the generic boundary conditions which must be used to 
enable the Maldacena conjecture to work. 
^We are carefully avoiding a discussion of the chiral anomaly, whose effect can be seen 
by chirally rotating Q. 
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Chapter 6 
Testing the Maldacena conjecture 
We now wish to apply the results of the last section to testing the Maldacena 
conjecture[l], which we state as follows: 
Type IIB string theory compactified on AdSf, x is exactly dual to M = i SU(N) 
super- Yang-Mills theory. 
We will need to generalize the calculation of the conformal anomaly to fields of 
other spin, as well as dealing with subtleties like ghosts for the gauge fields. 
As before we will find that the conformal anomaly vanishes except for integer 
values of the scaling dimension, which correspond precisely to the mass values ap-
pearing in the Kaluza-KIein compactifications of supergravity such as AdS^ x 
and AdS-; x S"*. (It is interesting to note that for these same values there is also a 
breakdown of conformal invariance in the two point functions, when their local be-
haviour is suitably regulated [63]; the Fourier transforms of (5.41), etc. (considered 
as distributions) pick up a logarithmic term.) 
The spectrum of the compactification on AdS^ x of Type IIB Supergravity 
was obtained in [26] by perturbing classical equations of motion about a solution in 
which all the fields vanish except the metric and a self-dual five-form field strength. 
These classical equations do not follow from an action principle, but rather are 
chosen to be compatible with supersymmetry. (If there had been an action this 
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calculation would have given its second functional derivative.) 
Since we work with a more general background than the maximally symmetric 
AdS^ we should repeat the calculation. We have done this, and constructed the 
Lagrangian which we need in order to go beyond the classical level and quantize the 
theory. 
Since we do not expect the spectrum of particles to change, it is sufficient at the 
linearized level to construct the Lagrangian by summing the naive Lagrangians, in 
the appropriate background, for each of the fields in the diagonalized spectrum. For 
simplicity, this is the approach which we will adopt in this thesis. 
A more rigorous approach, which we have described elsewhere [55], is to compact-
ify the linearized ten-dimensional Lagrangian, and diagonalize the resulting spec-
trum explicitly. This involves a lot of calculational work, and the details do not 
warrant inclusion here. (Complications arise because some of the equations of mo-
tion used in [26] are no longer present when we impose all the gauge conditions, and 
in ten dimensions there is also the paradox associated with a Lagrangian description 
of self-dual field strengths). 
The contributions to the anomaly arising from the supergravity fields at one 
loop will be summed over supermultiplets to give the complete conformal anomaly 
of the boundary theory. This should reproduce the conformal anomaly of AT = 4 
Super-Yang-Mills theory, which has been calculated for free fields [61] as 
^ ( E + I), (6.1) 
where 
E = l-(Rv'^iR^^^,-4R^^R^. + R^)^ I = _1(/2 J^^ '7?^ .,,_2P^^P,, + PV3). (6.2) 
This result is protected by supersymmetry, so that it should give the correct anomaly 
for all A'^ . Notice that the anomaly vanishes for Ricci-flat boundary metrics. 
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6.1 Tree-level gravity 
To begin with we consider the tree-level conformal anomaly, which arises from the 
pure gravity sector. The methods we developed in the last chapter give a particularly 
simple derivation of the tree-level contribution. Previously this has been calculated 
for AdSs using the Chern-Simons formulation, [10]-[ll]. In higher dimensions it has 
been computed by solving the Einstein equations perturbatively in terms of bound-
ary data, [12]. Our method employs a somewhat diff"erent regularization procedure, 
so it is important to show that it is consistent with earlier calculations. The main 
difference is that authors of [12] effectively compute the classical free energy of the 
gravitational sector by finding WT,T' for T = O O and r ' a small regulator, whereas 
we take r ' = 0 and treat r as a large regulator. (At tree-level it is not necessary to 
keep T' non-zero as we did in the earlier computations of one-loop anomalies). 
Formally we need to compute the Euclidean functional integral that represents a 
state of pure gravity, with Einstein-Hilbert action and cosmological constant A < 0, 
Z[grs] = j exp ^ - j d'^^^x VG{R 2A) + boundary termsj (6.3) 
where we should integrate over all metrics G^i, of a d 4-1 dimensional manifold which 
induce the metric grs on the boundary. This is ill-defined for a variety of reasons, 
such as non-renormalizability and unboundedness of the action, which we ignore in 
the hope that these pathologies are absent from the more fundamental theory of 
which this is only a part. The integral over all metrics includes reparametrizations 
which can be factored out using the Faddeev-Popov method. The standard ADM 
decomposition of the metric is 
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(6.4) 
with G^^ the inverse of the d x matrix Gij. We will fix the gauge by choosing 
iV2 = LV^^ iV, = 0, G . . ^ ^ ^ ^ (6.5) 
with t — x^. The dynamical variables are just the hij, and we take the boundary to 
be at i = r = 0, where h^j = 0. The gauge conditions should be accompanied by 
the introduction of ghosts, but these will not contribute to the tree-level conformal 
anomaly. Expanding the action in powers of h^j, and taking = -d{d - 1)/(2A) 
gives 
J d^+^x VG{R + 2A) - boundary terms = J d'^+^x ^  (R{g) 
+h,j &^{g) + {K, A'^  - m')l{^L^) + hi, + ..) (6.6) 
where the boundary terms are uniquely determined by the requirement that the 
action should be quadratic in first derivatives of hij. (This causes the term propor-
tional to the cosmological constant to be cancelled). The dots denote terms of higher 
order in hij, and indices are raised and lowered with gij. R{g) is the d-dimensional 
curvature calculated by taking gij as metric and y/g{R{g) + hij Gij + hij •'•'^'/ijt; 
are the first three terms in the expansion of ^Jdet{g + h) R{g + h), so that • is 
a second order diflFerential operator. The terms of higher order in h each contain 
one or two derivatives. As in section (1) the state Z[gij] is the r ^ oo limit of 
the Schrodinger functional. The the tree-level contribution to logZ[prs] is thus the 
r —> oo limit of minus the action evaluated on shell for a manifold with bound-
aries at t = 0, where the induced metric is gij, and t = T where it is gij + hij. If 
we denote this as W^'^Q^[gij + hij, gij] then it satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, 
(which is the tree-level Schrodinger equation). This is simply the statement that 
W^^_^^^ Q can be obtained from VF^  by allowing the fields to propagate according to 
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the equations of motion from r to r + 5r, i.e. 
KTsrA9^^ + K + ^rk^^ = W^.Tbu + h,,,g,,] - C 6T (6.7) 
where C is the Lagrangian in (6.6). The momenta conjugate to hij are represented 
on e'^ '^ o" by functional differentiation, ie. we have 
^ { h ^ ^ - g U : ) (6.8) 
5hij 2LTd 




+ / d'x (-T^IiT,^oG^.^y^ + ih.^ &i[g) + u'i'%i)\ + .. (6.9) 
J \ \/Q T 'I 
with 
Gijrs = gir9js - -^j—^gijOrs- (6.10) 
and the initial condition is that expW^|"o®[^y,^rs] ~ ^[Kj\- When the curvature 
tensors constructed from gij are small, and hij is slowly varying we can expand 
^tree powers of h and its derivatives as 
J T \ J 
(6.11) 
Apart from a constant term in FQ, only the first term on the right has no derivatives 
of either hij or gij, and so provides the dominant behaviour as r ^ 0, satisfying the 
initial condition (provided h] is suitably treated, [13]). Substituting into (6.9) and 
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equating powers of hij gives 
- | : ( ^ ) = ; ^ ^ s W - ; ^ r ? G , „ r r , (6.12) 
The free energy is the infinite r Hmit of the hij independent part of (6.11), i.e. 
^b'^dij] — I d*^^ •\/9^O/T'^, and, as before, a Weyl scaling of the metric can be 
compensated by a scaling of r , so for 5gij = 6pgij the change in F is given by (6.12) 
= - y ^ f = y / ( ^ ^ ( ^ ) - ^ r r c v - r r ) (6.13) 
Up to terms involving two derivatives, we have from (6.9) 
- ^ = Lr&^{g) (6.14) 
Solving this for Fi and substituting into (6.13) gives the variation as an expansion 
in powers of r times the curvatures constructed from gij. We want to work at finite 
r , so our expansion will be valid when we take the curvatures to zero. 
Now for d = 2 we have identically = 0, so Fi = 0 and to the order we need 
(6.13) reduces to 
(^ F = y jd'x^LRig) (6.15) 
from which we can identify the central charge as c = 24nL, or, since we have chosen 
units such that the three-dimensional gravitational constant satisfies 167rGNewton = 
1, we have c = 3L/(2GNewton) as in [10 . 
For d = 4 we obtain Fi to the desired order from (6.14) as Fi = -LT'^&^/2, so if 
we substitute into (6.12) we have 
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= ^ I d'x - L'&^G.jrsG^^/4^ (6.16) 
The first term represents a divergence that should be cancelled by introducing 
a counterterm, the second is the finite Weyl anomaly. I f we reinstate the five-
dimensional Newton constant this becomes 
i^»7rGNewton ^ ^ 
which agrees with [12], and correctly gives the leading order behaviour of (6.1) for 
large N. 
6.2 Vector fields 
Now we will demonstrate how the calculation in Chapter 5 of the one-loop Weyl 
anomaly can be applied to fields of higher spin. For all the fields in the supergravity 
spectrum we will express the anomaly as 
A = -aNR'^''%jki/{5760TT^), (6.18) 
(with N N — 1/2 in the corresponding expression for fermions). We wish to 
determine the values of A*" and a for each variety of field. 
The vector field action in the metric (5.50) is given by 
S = l d'+'x^^ [Ig^'g^'F^^F,, + \m'g>^^A,Aje^ (6.19) 
with Ffj,^, = dfj_Aty — d^A^. For = 0 we have the usual gauge invariance under 
A ^ ^ A^ + df,(j). 
We consider the gauge fields first. Adding a gauge-fixing term ^^/glg^"D^A^Y/t''-'^ 
and writing out the connection terms explicitly (recall R = d{d -h 1) in AdS space-
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time), we have 
5 = I d ' + ' x ^ [ A l + AoAAo + {d- l)Al/t^ + g'^i^Aj + AAAj) 
+2A-dAo/t-2Aod-A/t)]. (6.20) 
Here A = —V • V is the d-dimensional Laplacian. The cross-terms in (6.20) cannot 
affect the mass spectrum, and so do not contribute to the Weyl anomaly. Ignoring 
these terms, (6.20) in terms of and Ai has the same form as the scalar field action, 
but with d ^ d — 2. Otherwise, the Schrddinger equation and the calculation of the 
Weyl anomaly are identical to the scalar field case. The anomaly is thus given by 
(6.18) with A''^  = m? + {d—2y/A, and a is the coefficient in the heat-kernel expansion 
of the Laplacian. Putting d = 4 in (6.20) we find A^  = 2 for AQ and N = 1 iov Ai, 
while from [62] we have a = 1 for ^o, and a = —11 iov Ai. There are also two 
Faddeev-Popov ghosts bpp and cpp, which are massless anticommuting scalars, and 
thus have a = —1 and N = 2. These results are summarized in table(6.3). 
Now for m? ^ 0, Ao is an auxiliary field, and integrating it out gives the deter-
minant 
l [ d e t ' ' / ^ { f A + m^). (6.21) 
t 
The resulting action is simplified i f we decompose Ai as follows: 
A, A^ + Di^VA^Tm? 4>, (6.22) 
V A 
where Ai is transverse, and the Jacobian for this change of variables exactly cancels 
(6.21). The action can now be written as a boundary term plus 
5 = 1 d'+'x ^  g''{AiAj + AiAA, + "^AA,) + m^^^ + (j,V(j)) (6.23) 
where V = m? + A + Oif^A'^). I t is clear that the terms of higher order in t^A will 
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not affect the anomaly. So we have contributions to the anomaly from the Laplacian 
acting on a scalar and a transverse vector, with N'^ = rm? — (c?—2) /^4. But this is the 
same as the Laplacian acting on an unconstrained vector. So the total contribution 
to the anomaly is given by (6.18) with a = —11. 
6.3 Antisymmetric tensor fields 
The Lagrangian for the antisymmetric tensor fields which arises from the ten-
dimensional field equations can be written 
C = a^''{2k + i*D){2{k + A)-fD)a^,^, (6.24) 
where k labels the spherical harmonic on that determines the mass, and we define 
[*D)ax, = e^^D^a,,. (6.25) 
The free energy which determines the anomaly depends on the determinant of the 
operator in (6.24), specifically 
det"^/^ [{2k + i*Df) det-^/^ ((2(A; + 4) - i*Df) . (6.26) 
Now by hermiticity, we have 
det ({2k + i*Df) = det [{2k + i*Df{2k - i*Df) = det [A{k'^ - Max))^ , (6.27) 
where Max is the Maxwell operator. So if we use the action 
i— / 2 \ 
S = j d'^+'x^ i ^ 3 d [ , a , r ] d K ' ' ^ ^ + ^a.^a '^^j , (6.28) 
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for = k'^ and w? = {k + 4)^, then this propagates twice as many modes as (6.24) 
but is otherwise equivalent. Now if = 4 and m? — k'^ = 0, (6.28) describes a 
topological model, and can be gauged away completely. I t is independent of the 
metric, and thus does not contribute to the Weyl anomaly. For 7^  0 we make 
the decomposition 
1 . . 1 
Ooi = ai + di-j=(f), ttij = dij + 2D[i--j=y/Ai^ + rn? ^j], (6.29) 
where the hats indicate transversality. The aoi part of the action becomes 
/ ( 2 ^ ' ^ ' + 2«'Aa, + 2^a^a , - 4a^V^d,,-j . (6.30) 
Integrating out (f> gives an uninteresting constant, while integrating out di gives 
det"^/^ i^(A -I- m?/t'^), where the operator in this determinant is understood to act 
on divergenceless vectors. Again, this exactly cancels the Jacobian from the change 
of variables (6.29) 
The remaining action then takes a similar form to the vector field one: 
— ^ '(i'd,j + d'^{i\-rm^lt^)d,,^2d'^R^^,,a'''-^2—^^^ , 
(6.31) 
and for (i = 4 we thus have non-zero values of the anomaly for iv? = N"^. Thus we 
end up with a vector and an antisymmetric tensor, both divergenceless, and the heat 
kernels of their Laplacians sum to that of an unconstrained antisymmetric tensor. 
The calculation of the anomaly is again in direct analogy with the scalar field 
case. The heat-kernel coefficients are modified by the Riemann tensor appearing in 
(6.31), but for Ricci-flat metrics this gives the usual gravitational coupling on the 
boundary, so we can read off the result in [62]. We find that a = 33; this includes a 
division by 2 to compensate for propagating twice the requisite number of modes. 
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6.4 Rarita-Schwinger fields 
For gravitino fields we start with the Lagrangian [22 
L = v^(^^7^''^Z?,Vp - m'^^Ti'. - mri^,). (6.32) 
The metric and the gamma matrices are for the moment the bulk space (AdS) ones. 
We make the decomposition 
D'^ 1 
i^, = ^ , + ^ - ^ D ^ • ^ + j:^^^^ • ^ ' (6.33) 
where £>J = ((5^  - ^^lY/{d+ l ) ) -^^ is 7-transverse so that 
7 . 0 = ^ . 0 = 0. (6.34) 
Then (6.32) becomes 
V D • J d+1 
d-1- , 7 (did-1)^ d 1 _ \ / 
. (6.35) 
Now if we put •01 = \ / D • D'^D^ • ip and 'ip2 = j-ip then the change of variables V'^  —> 
(0/i) '01; '02) has a trivial Jacobian, and the coupled pair {ipi, 1P2) can be diagonalized 
from (6.35), using D • D'^ = ^p'^ - \d{d+1). One of the resulting fields is a trivial 
auxiliary field; the other has the Lagrangian 
/ ^ j f d - l ^ d 2 d-1 1 2 d(d-l)^\, , 
C = VOii -—-fhp - -—-m^ - f -— -mm + -—-m^ + - y ^ — ^ V- 6.36 
^\d+l ^ d+1 d+1 d+1 A{d+l)r ^ ' 
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I f m 7^  0 then we can normalize ip and the original Lagrangian (6.32) is therefore 
equivalent to 
C = VG[r{Jp + m)4>, + i^{p + M)i;], M = - p - + m - - ^ ^ + ^ ^ . 
d - l yd - l)m 4m 
(6.37) 
So the effect of having m 7^  0 in (6.32) is the same as adding an additional spin-
half fermion of mass M. Note that this conclusion is unaffected by the introduction 
of interaction terms which would merely couple -0 to 0^. Thus we may without loss 
of generality set m = 0. 
Having done so, we conclude that (•0i,'02) produces two auxiliary fields, unless 
M m = 0, in which case one of them decouples completely from the action, signalling 
the presence of a gauge invariance. Indeed, we can easily verify that for 
m = ±Ud-\), (6.38) 
(6.32) is invariant under 
SiPf, = D^X + ^ 7 a . ^ - (6.39) 
This gives the correct value for the mass for the gravitino appearing in the massless 
multiplet of supergravity on AdSs x S^- Using the methods of [23] it is straightfor-
ward to show that the Lagrangian in the "Feynman" gauge [24] can still be written 
in the Dirac form, with two Faddeev-Popov ghosts of mass ±^{d + 1) and a 
"gauge-fixing" commuting spinor ghost of mass 5m/{d— 1). In this case the field in 
the Lagrangian is unconstrained. Of course there is nothing to stop us making an-
other choice of gauge, in which case the operator in the Lagrangian takes a slightly 
different form [25 . 
For the massive gravitinos we still have the constraints (6.34). By introducing 
Lagrange multiplier fields for these quantities we find that we can remove the con-
straints at the cost of introducing a pair of ghosts with masses ±\/m?~T~d. For the 
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"massless" values (6.38) these coincide with the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. So for all 
values of the mass we can write the Lagrangian as^  
jC = VG4>''{P + m)<f>^, (6.40) 
where 0 satisfies (6.34). For the massless gravitino we have a single ghost of mass 
5m/{d-l). 
Now we need to make the decomposition into d dimensional fields. We use the 
unconstrained form of the action (6.40). Rewriting everything in terms of the bound-
ary metric and gamma matrices, and writing out the spin-connection explicitly, we 
obtain 
S = l d'+'x^ (^riP + m/t)^p, - j^P'grjj^^Po - \^W9ij^^) • (6.41) 
Now making the decomposition = 0j + ^'JiYgiji'^ we are left with an irreducible d-
dimensional gravitino (satisfying 7-0 = 0) and two spin half fermions ipo and YQiji^^ 
which, when diagonalized, cancel the ghosts corresponding to the constraints (6.34). 
Thus the anomaly is non-zero for |m| + 1/2 = A', and given by 
A = -aiN - l/2)R''''%jki/{5760TT^), (6.42) 
where a = —219/2 [62]. For the massless gravitino there is also the spin-| ghost 
with a = -7 /2 . 
^ Again, the Kaluza-Klein compactification of supergravity on AdS^ x 5^ [57] yields 
gravitinos satisfying precisely the equations of motion implied by (6.40) and (6.34). This 
action can also be derived by diagonalizing the compactified ten-dimensional action. 
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6.5 Gravitons 
For spin 2 fields we start with the Lagrangian (2.89) (with an optional mass term). 
Specializing to our five dimensional Anti-de-Sitter spacetime, this becomes^ 
C = Ah^^^-){n+m'+2)h^,,)-^D,h^>''^D''h^p,)+^H{n+^^^ 
(6.43) 
where F = / i ^ , and h(^^^) is the traceless part of hfj,^. We make the further decom-
position 
= k^cu) + Aa'A^ ) + D^^D^)(j). (6.44) 
The action factorises: 
C[h] = Ci[h] + C2[A] + C3[(f>] (6.45) 
C,[h] = - l / i (A ' - ) (n + ^ 2 ^ 2 ) V ) (6-46) 
0 
^ 777. ^ 
^ [ A ] = — A ^ ( n - 4 ) A , (6.47) 
CM = ^0D(n - 5 ) (^n - m')cl> - ^Ha{n - 5)<^  + ^H{a - ^m' - 5)H (6.48) 
We will consider the / 0 case first. In this case, the determinant which arises 
from integrating out A in (6.47) cancels against the Jacobian arising from the change 
of variables in (6.44), so this part of the action does not contribute to the anomaly. 
Similarly, when the scalar part of the action (6.48) is diagonalized, its determinant 
cancels against the scalar part of the Jacobian of (6.44). 
So we are left with the action (6.45). The constraints on can be lifted at 
the cost of introducing a vector ghost of mass — 4. 
Now we make the decomposition into four-dimensional fields. We put /i(oo) = </? 
and /i(oi) = Vi, and define hij = h^ij) - (pgij/4: which satisfies hijg^^ = 0. Writing out 
2 For simplicity • will be understood to include the gravitational couplings to the 
boundary metric, which for Ricci-flat boundaries are again just the usual ones. 
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the Christoffel symbols, etc. explicitly, (6.45) becomes 
/ d'xy^tl^l^' + 1 5 ^ + ^ ( V ^ ) ^ + 2{v-V+^^V-V + V- ( - W ) ) 
+ ~hab~h''' + ^kbh'"' + Kbi-V'h'") + h,bV,.t + y • y | . (6.49) 
The derivative couplings habVa-b and V(p • V do not contribute to the anomaly. 
Now compare this with the action for the ghost t^ : 
Sg = j d'x^V''{n-A)V, 
= l d ' x ^ { - t ^ + Vo[-jVo + ^'Vo + - V . v ) 
+9'' + V, (^-^Vj + V% + l^jVo^) • (6.50) 
If we make a change of variables tV^ (this adjusts the mass values by 1) then 
we see that these ghosts cancel the vector and scalar parts of (6.49). 
So we are left with a symmetric traceless tensor field on the boundary. From 
(6.49) we see that we have a non-vanishing anomaly for -|-4 = N"^, and from [62] 
we find that a = 189. 
Now consider the case = 0, when we have the gauge invariance 
5V = + DAn, A^ = A^ L>^ 0. (6.51) 
The action (6.43) can be written 
-Ih^'^-^^a + m' + 2) V ) + ^D'^HD.H 
- \ (^D,h^^^^ - ^D-^H") [D^h^,^) - y^D^H) , (6.52) 
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Table 6.1: Anomaly coefficients of massive fields on AdS^. 
Field N a 
V m 2 - f 4 1 
\m\ -h 1/2 7/2 
A, ^/vn? -\-1 -11 
m 33 
\m\ -f-1/2 -219/2 
hfiv \/m2 -h 4 189 
and we fix the gauge by introducing 
/ DA5[D^h^''''^ - ^D-'H - X ] e - ^ / ' 4 ' A 
J J.\J 
FP, (6.53) 
whereupon (on integrating out A) (6.52) becomes 
£ = -h^^-){n + m^ + 2)/i(^,) + ^H{D - 8)H. (6.54) 
The variation of D^/i^^") - j^D^H is ( • - 4)A^, so the action for the Faddeev-Popov 
ghosts B^^ and C^^ is just two copies of (6.50). The decomposition into four-
dimensional variables is just as before, except that we have the additional scalar H, 
which cancels one of the additional ghosts. So in addition to the irreducible tensor 
field on the boundary we have in total one uncancelled vector ghost; from (6.50) we 
see that it has N — 3. These results are summarized in tables 6.3 and 6.1. 
6.6 Summing the anomaly 
So let us summarize the results of the last sections. At one loop, the Weyl anomalies 
are given by 
A = -aN R'^''%jki/{57eOTT^), (6.55) 
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Table 6.2: Mass spectrum. The supermultiplets (irreps of U(2,2/4)) are 
labelled by the integer p. Note that the doubleton {p = 1) does not appear 
in the spectrum. The (a, 6, c) representation of 5[/(4) has dimension r = 
(a + l){b + l)(c-f- l ) (a + b + 2){b + c + 2){a + b + c + 3)/12, and a subscript 
c indicates that the representation is complex. (Spinors are four component 
Dirac spinors in AdS^). 
Field 
" 0 ^ 
^(1) 















V 2 ' 2 
(1,1 T P 
(1,0 







( | ,o 
(1,0 
(^ ^  
^ 2 , 2 
(0,p,0) 
( 0 , P - I , l ) c 
( 0 , p - l , 0 ) , 
mr = p{p - 4), p > 2 
m = p-3/2, p>2 













m2 = ( p + l ) ( p - 3 ) , p > 2 
m2 = (p + 2 ) ( p - 2 ) , p>2 
m = p-l/2, p>2 
m^=p{p-2), p>2 
m = p-l/2, p>2 








3, l )c 




m = p-l/2, p>3 
m = p+l/2, p>3 
m2 = ( p + l ) ( p - l ) , p > 3 





= ( p + l ) ^ 
P + l / 2 , 
P > 3 










4 , l ) c 
4 , l ) c 
-4,1) 
m2 = (p + 2 ) ( p - 2 ) , 
2 = (p + 3 ) ( p - l ) , m 
p > 4 
P > 4 
m^=p{p + 4), p > 4 
m = p + l / 2 , p > 4 
m = p + 3/2, p > 4 
m2 = (p + 3 ) ( p - l ) , p > 4 
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Table 6.3: Decomposition of gauge fields for the massless multiplet. Some 
components of the graviton have non-physical mass values, but cancel against 
identical Faddeev-Popov ghosts. A superscript "irr" indicates that the cor-
responding field is irreducible. 
Original field Gauge fixed fields N a. 
A, 
(15 of SU{A)) 
Ai 1 -11 
^0 2 1 
^FP, CFP 2 -1 
(4 of SU{A)) 
V ' f 2 -219/2 
3 7/2 
^0 3 7/2 
App, PPP 3 -7/2 
OGF 3 -7/2 
hfii, 
{SU{A) singlet) 
/iJ7 2 189 
hoi 3 -11 
/ioo, h^ cancel BQ^,CQ^ 
B^P,C^^ cancel ho, H = h" 
BfP,Cr 3 1 1 
for bosonic fields, and 
A = -a{N- 1/2) R'^^%jki/{5imT^'') (6.56) 
for fermionic ones. We list the values of N and a which we calculated for all the 
massive fields in table 6.1, and for the fields in the massless multiplet (which include 
ghosts) in table 6.3. 
Now we need to add all of these results up. Although our test of the Malda-
cena conjecture could have been passed trivially by all the one-loop contributions 
vanishing separately, we have instead non-vanishing contributions from each of the 
infinite number of fields corresponding to the Kaluza-Klein modes on , and we 
will observe a highly non-trivial cancellation between them. 
The mass spectrum is given in table 6.2, where the supermultiplets are labelled 
by an integer p. The first three fields in the table form the doubleton representation 
for p = 1, but this is not present in the spectrum. The p = 2 or: massless multiplet 
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Table 6.4: Coefficents of cosmological constant renormalization. 
Spin N trao 
(0,0) \/m2 + 4 
(0,1) |m| + 1/2 
( i , i ) y^^?TT 
(1.0) m 
(1.1) |m| + 1/2 







contains all the gauge fields. For the p > 3 multiplets the total anomaly is propor-
tional to Zlfleids Q;- '^' where r is the dimension of the 517(4) ~ 5 0 ( 6 ) representation 
in which the fields transform. It can be seen from the table that r is always a poly-
nomial of degree 4 in p, while N is linear in p. So each field contributes a polynomial 
of degree 5 to the sum. If we add up the contributions from all the fields, we find 
that the anomaly cancels within each of the p > 3 supermultiplets. 
Before we discuss the massless multiplet, notice that the result so far is in ac-
cordance with the existence of a consistent truncation which essentially discards all 
of the p > 3 multiplets. Even if the overall anomaly was non-zero, the contribution 
from these multiplets should still vanish. 
Using the information in table 6.3 we see that the anomaly sums to zero for 
this multiplet also, so we conclude that the Maldacena conjecture has successfully 
predicted the correct value for the Weyl anomaly of the boundary theory. 
6.7 Finiteness of boundary theory 
There is another non-trivial test of Maldacena's conjecture which we can perform 
immediately. In the calculation of the Weyl anomaly for the individual fields in 
Chapter 5, we encountered divergences proportional to the heat-kernel coefficients 
Co and ai. These divergences renormalize the boundary cosmological and Newton's 
constants respectively. 
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Now the boundary theory is conjectured to be A'' = 4 super-Yang-Mills, which is 
a finite theory, so the renormalization counterterms should also vanish if Maldacena's 
conjecture is to hold. Indeed, if they do not cancel for each of the infinite number of 
massive supermultiplets, we have to perform an infinite number of renormalizations 
for the boundary theory to make sense. 
This is easily tested. For each of the supergravity fields we have ao = 1, so trao 
just counts the number of degrees of freedom of the field (listed in table 6.4. The 
divergent terms are proportional to A'^ trao, where A'^  is the mass-dependent integer 
we calculated before, and it is easy to check that the divergence cancels in each of 
the supermultiplets, including the massless one. 
The coefficient O i is proportional to the Ricci tensor on the boundary, and thus 
vanishes for Ricci-fiat boundaries. So in the present case this does not give us an 
additional test of the conjecture. But when we generalize the result to non-Ricci 
fiat boundaries, we again expect to see a non-trivial cancellation. 
6.8 Conclusions and outlook 
To summarize. The coefficient of the square of the Riemann tensor in the Weyl 
anomaly of = 4 Super Yang-Mills theory is zero to all loops. For the Malda-
cena conjecture to hold the same must be true in the calculation on the AdS^ side. 
We found that at one-loop the contributions of the individual species of fields was 
non-zero, however they sum to zero over each supermultiplet, in agreement with 
the conjecture. Similarly, divergences which renormalize the boundary cosmologi-
cal and Newton's constants vanish within supermultiplets, providing the conjecture 
with further rigorous tests. To make the cancellation work required that we make 
a generic choice of boundary conditions for the bulk fields; if we had chosen certain 
special boundary conditions, the calculation would have failed, leading to patholog-
ical divergences in the boundary theory. 
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Our calculation was done in the field theory limit of String Theory, however we 
expect that the neglected string modes have contributions that vanish separately. 
This is because the anomaly is not a continuous function of mass, but vanishes 
for generic values. I t is non-zero for the Kaluza-Klein spectrum of supergravity 
which has a special property. A standard construction of Anti-de-Sitter space is 
as a hyperboloid in i?^'^. This contains closed time-like curves which are removed 
by going to the universal cover. Curiously the spectrum of supergravity allows the 
corresponding fields to be single-valued on this hyperboloid. This property will not 
be shared by the higher string modes whose masses depend on the string-scale a'. 
We have calculated one half of the Weyl anomaly. The remaining terms that 
depend on the Ricci tensor can be computed by a similar calculation in the more 
general background given by (5.47). This would provide a further test, as would the 
computation of higher loops in the bulk, and testing the finiteness of the boundary 
theory in the more general metric. Al l of this can be done using our techniques, 
without the need for further conceptual development. 
It has been argued that there is also a cancellation over supermultiplets in the 
case of the chiral anomaly [28]. This could also easily be studied using our methods; 
in particular, the gravitational chiral anomaly was hinted at at the end of Chapter 
5. 
Although Maldacena's conjecture relates to a specific compactification of string 
theory, in principle there may be a similar correspondence of theories for any com-
pactification onto anti-de-Sitter spacetime. One such correspondence which is receiv-
ing a great deal of study involves M-theory (whose low energy limit is 11-dimensional 
supergravity) compactified on AdSj x 5"*. This is dual to a (2,0) superconformal 
field theory describing N coincident M5-branes, and the correspondence provides a 
useful way of defining M-theory. 
The M-theory eff'ective action contains terms which correspond to stringy 
corrections to supergravity and modify the subleading behaviour of the anomaly [67 . 
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(Such terms are also present for a compactification of string theory on AdSs x S^/Z2 
whose boundary theory is = 2 supersymmetric [66].) These terms can easily be 
incorporated into our formalism. We would like to further understand the origin 
of these stringy corrections, but in any case their inclusion is important for the 
following reason. 
The exact A^-dependence of the anomaly for the boundary theory is not known, 
but it should reduce for A^  = 1 to the anomaly for the free tensor multiplet theory 
corresponding to the low energy dynamics of a single M5-brane. This provides a 
check on whatever answer we find. In particular, we need the contribution from 
the bulk supergravity theory to be finite. Because the anomaly increases with the 
Kaluza-Klein mass, which is unbounded above, this is only possible if we have a 
highly non-trivial cancellation of anomalies within each massive supermultiplet, sim-
ilar to that which we observed for the four-dimensional Ricci fiat boundary. 
Our calculation of the anomaly works in any dimension, so there are many more 
compactifications which could be studied, for example the numerous compactifica-
tions of string theory on AdS3 x M'^ for some compact seven-dimensional manifold 
M ' ' . I t is difficult to guess what further aspects of the intruiging relationship be-
tween string and field theories might be elucidated by this work, but it seems clear 
that the possibilities are enormous. 
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